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day, again 
e Tom McGowan, right, casts h is vote in Wednesday 's student 
several senate positions along with the fee hike referendum. Voter 
the e lection was estimated at 2, 187, not breaking the 1980 elec­
of 3,337. (News photo by Larry Quicksall) 
tents of fee sheet 
cern -some ·voters 
students raised questions 
ount and intention ofin­
on a sheet discussing the 
etic fee hike, which was 
t polling places during 
Student Government 
Student Senate officials 
sheet was purely in­
and not intended to per­
to support the referen-
tional sheet stated that 
ons for implementing a 
to help Eastern keep 
etic programs of other 
tions that are Eastern' s  
· ue growth and develop­
's and women's sports 
to help offset yearly in-
, the sheet stated that 
of the approval in-
mise to implement a 
on another hike. 
also stated if the referen- . 
" . . .  the Athletic Depart­
Je to freeze some sports 
tback others." 
ents who voted in Wed­
·on said they believed· 
was biased in favor of 
and may have in-
ballots were cast. 
"It would influence my voting to a 
point, "  sophomore John Flaherty 
said after reading the ·athletic fee 
proposal sheet. "I 'd  definitely think 
twice. "  
In addition, junior Sheila Cowell 
said the sheet was biased in favor of 
the hike and would influence voters 
at the polls. 
However , some students who 
agreed that the sheet was pro-hike, 
said they did not think it would in­
flµence voters. 
Junior Laurie Merrill  and 
sophomore Lori Born . said although 
they believed the sheet was pro-hike, 
it did not influence their opinion at 
the polls. 
Also, senior Michelle DeBoer, an 
athletic trainer, said the sheet was 
pro-hike, but would not influence 
voters because most people had 
already made up their minds . 
But, senate officials defended the 
objectivity of the information sheet. 
Financial Vice President Tammy 
Walker said the sheet was intended to 
be informational and was not biased 
either for or against the referendum. 
Senate Speaker Ron Wesel , who. 
co-authored the sheet, also said he 
believed it was objective. 
However, Wesel sa:id he believed 
presenting the material at the polling 
place was a bad time to inform 
(See CONTENTS,  page 7) 
Athletic.fee increase 
given voter approval 
by Julie Zook 
and Ken Dickson 
The proposed $7 athletic fee in­
crease was approved in Wednesday's 
Student Government election by 
about a 2-to- 1 ·margin, gaining 1 , 386 
votes of approval to 666 no votes . 
Eastern Athletic Director R . C .  
Johnson, who proposed the fee hike, 
said the increase will "substantially'" 
benefit men's and women's  athletic 
programs. and the athletic support 
groups including the Panther Mar­
ching Band, the Cheerleaders and the 
Pink Panthers. 
Student Body President Joe Butler 
said, "It was a great election and a 
great turnout. Everything's  great ,"  he 
added. 
In addition, Executive Vice 
President Angelynn Richardson, who 
worked in cooperation with Butler 
and R.C.  Johnson on the fee 
proposal , said she was "so excited it 
passed. I 'm very excited. "  
"I 'm the student who spearheaded 
it. We've been working since last year 
on the proposal. Our organization of 
the proposal did it. I think 
everybody's  going to be very grateful 
it passed, "  Richardson added. 
Johnson said one key to the succ.ess 
of the passage was "that the student 
government really made a com­
mitment." 
"It would not have passed if 
Angelynn, Aaron Shepley, Ron 
Wesel, Tammy (Walker) , well, all the 
student government people hadn't  
been pushing for it , "  he  said. 
"Also, the students really believed 
in the proposal and got out and. voted 
and made it successful, "  he said. 
And although Johnson said he 
thought the referendum would gain 
student approval, he admitted that he 
did not think it would pass by such a 
large margin . · 
"There were times when we weren't  
too sure the students were in  support 
of the referendum. In any campaign , 
you have to sometimes question what 
you are doing, but the students really 
believe in the idea, ." he said. 
Two Eastern athletic coaches also 
expressed positive reactions to the ap-
proval. _ 
Ray Padovan, men's and women's  
swimming , agreed. "Obviously, it' s  
' '  
There were times when 
we weren't too sure the 
students were in support of 
the referendum ... but the 
students really believe in 
the idea. 
-R.C. Johnson 
----'' 
going to be a little help (to the swim­
ming program) . I 'm guessing, but 
we'll probably get around $1 ,000, "  
he said. · 
Men's basketball coach Rick 
Samuels said he was glad to see 
favorable student response . 
''It means a lot of athletic 
programs will be able to continue to 
compete. It's going to strengthen the 
programs considerably, "  Samuels 
said. 
In the 1 980 Student Government 
election, when the athletic department 
asked for a $9 fee hike, a total of 
3 ,337 of the 9,989 Eastern students 
enrolled voted. 
The '80 fee hike referendum was 
approved by a vo� of 2,057, or 62 
percent, to 1 ,280, or 38 percent. 
Of the 2 , 1 87 votes cast in Wed­
nesday's election, 2,052 students 
voted on the fee hike referendum . 
The current totals ran close to the 
results of the 1 980 election, with 68 
percent voting yes and 32 percent 
voting no for the proposed $7 fee 
hike . 
An estimated 2 , 1 87 students par­
ticipated in Wednesday's election, or 
22 percent of the 9,908 total 
enrollment . 
"We had a great turnout, thanks to 
the referendum, "  said Carolyn Smith, 
elections committee co-chairman. 
The ' 80 election boasted a 33 per­
cent voter turnout, while Wed­
nesday's election had a 22 percent 
turnout. 
ln appreciation of _the student sup­
port of the referendum, Johnson said 
all students will be admitted free of 
charge to Friday's exhibition basket­
ball game at Lantz gymnasium. 
roversia l  bal lot to decide energy program's fate 
the future of Eastern' s  Energy 
am is causing controversy bet­
of Business faculty and energy 
rs. 
t to management and marketing 
ests instructors to vote for or 
·ng the · Energy Management 
concerning the ballot stems 
which says that ballots which are 
tructor Jerry Geisler's office by 
will be counted as votes to ter-
initiated in 1 975, is designed to 
ys to keep energy costs down and 
• The program has had a total of 
"ng its eight years of operation. 
· e Mohler said it was unfair to 
that way because "you're not 
going to get a 100 percent return." 
Senior Brian Fron, also an EMP maj or, added 
that many instructors would put the ballot on their 
desks and forget about them. "I don't think it is a 
very fair vote," he said. 
· 
But CAA Chairman Ron Wohlstein said if the 
ballot was clearly stated it would ensure that in­
structors who supported the program would 
respond. "That's probably the logic behind it, " he 
added. 
Beta Tau Upsilon (BTU is an energy 
management fraternity.) President and EMP major 
Tom Vickers said instead of a proposal and ballot, 
there should have been a meeting with faculty and 
students. "That way," he added, "they could hear 
both sides of the story . "  
However, Ted Ivarie, School o f  Business dean 
and author of the proposal, said. he has conducted 
meetings with students, an advisory board, and in­
structors Jerry Geisler and John Moore among 
others . "Short of asking the whole university, it 
seemed like that was a reasonable approach to 
talking with relevant groups, ' '  he said. 
Vickers said the ballot and proposal were not his 
only complaints . "My biggest beef is the -way all 
this is being handled," he said. "They didn't even 
try to find any other possibilities besides phasing 
the program out." 
Ivarie said the business school does not have 
adequate resources and cannot afford to support a 
program like that. 
"If I didn't think we were doing the right thing I 
probably wouldn't have · helped design the 
proposal," he said. 
Mohler said the proposal to terminate the 
program caught students by suprise. " It's like they 
phased it out right from under us. "  
Jerry Geisler declined to comment about the 
ener� management program controversy until 
Thursday. 
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State/Nation/World 
Discovery grabs second satellite 
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)-Dis­
••••••••••••••••••••••• covery's astronauts plucked a second satellite from orbit Wednesday and muscled it into the Panel told of unapproved drugs 
WASHINGTON-The public is being exposed to 
unknown dangers from thousands ·of new drugs being sold 
without the Food and Drug Administration's required ap­
proval, a House panel was told Wednesday. 
"Over the past several years, the FDA has repeatedly 
disregarded is responsibility for removing from the market 
new drugs that it has not approved as safe and effective, '' 
said Rep. Ted Weiss,  D-N.Y. ,  chairman of the House 
Government Operations subcommittee on in­
tergovernmental relations and human resources. 
"As a result, approximately 5 ,000 new prescription drugs 
are being unlawfully marketed without new drug approval, ' '  
Weiss said. 
Police term murder calls a hoax 
LINCOLN-Anonymous calls from a person claiming 
i:esponsibility for the slaying of two Decatur children ap­
parently were hoaxes, police say, but they're telling parents 
to watch their children very closely anyway. 
shuttle's cargo bay, smoothly and swiftly com­
pleting an unprecedented adventure of 
spacewalking salvage 224 miles above the Earth. 
"We have two satellites latched in the cargo 
bay,"  announced mission commander Rick 
Hauck after spacewalkers Dale Gardner and Joe 
Allen secured Westar 6 beside its . •ter satellite, 
Pala pa B2, that was recovered Monday. 
"We've done enough work for two days of 
EV A (spacewalking) , "  said a tired Gardner as he 
and Allen moved into an airlock after about six 
hours in the cargo bay. 
"You've got one happy crew up here, " said 
astronaut Anna Fisher , who operated 
Discovery' s  mechanical arm, a key part of the 
salvage. 
The spacewalkers used a new technique to hold 
the satellite during the recovery, but ultimately 
the success depended upon the muscle of the 
astronauts as they maneuvered the bulky satellite 
by hand in the cargo bay. 
Palapa and Westar, both manufactured by 
Hughes Aircraft, became stranded in s 
misfiring rocket engines sent the sate 
useless orbits last February. 
Both will be returned to Earth 
Discovery on Friday. The $35 
comunications satellites are to be re� 
and eventually put back into space. 
Gardner, flying a rocket backpack, 
Westar after Hauck maneuvered Dis 
within 35 feet of the satellite. Gardner j 
pole-like device called "the stranger" · 
·spent rocket nozzle of Westar and then 
toggle bolts into place. 
"I got it, "  he exclaimed. "It's perfi 
beautiful." 
Gardner, using the backpack 
maneuvered the satellite toward All 
stood in a foot restraint on the 
Discovery's 50-foot robot arm. 
Allen grabbed the pole of an antenna 
the whole satellite by himself. He held 
for more than an hour as Gardner attac 
thing collar at the other end of the can 
satellite. 
"We've been telling people to watch their children more 
than normal, ' '  Officer Mark Mann of the Lincoln Police 
Department said Tuesday night in a telephone interview. 
Lincoln is about 30 miles northwest of Decatur, where the 
bodies of Theresa Hall , 9, and Sherry Gordon, 12 ,  were 
found Nov. 2 in a vacant apartment building. They had been 
sexually assaulted and strangled after they disappeared with 
a third child Halloween night, authorities said. 
U.S. ready to bargain with Soviets 
but not at space arms' expense 
Police were continuing the investigation of two telephone 
calls in which an unidentified person or persons threatened 
that Lincoln children would die similarly, Mann said. 
He added that police would continue stepped-up patrols 
at eight area grade schools as a precaution. 
Of the calls , Mann said : "We believe it was a hoax. We've 
come up with nothing on the investigation." 
New postmaster general named 
WASHINGTON-Paul N. Carlin,  a regional Postal Ser­
vice official from Chicago, was tapped Tuesday as the new 
postmaste� geperal, and he promised that the mail will be 
deli�e�ed "in a prompt, reliable, economical . . .  and frien­
dly manner." 
Carlin, 53 ,  will move into the $82,900-a-year post on Jan. 
l, the day after· William F. Bolger retires as postmaster 
general since March 1 978. 
"I will vigorously work to best serve the needs of our 
customers, our postal people and the American public, "  
Carlin told a news conference after his appointment by the 
independent Postal Service board of governors was an­
nounced. 
WASHINGTON-Following the latest U.S. 
test of an anti-satellite weapon, the Reagan ad­
ministration Wednesday renewed its offer to talk 
with the Soviet Union about limiting weapons in 
space but rejected calls for a halt in the American 
program. 
"We would certainly be willing to discuss a 
(test) moratorium, as we would many topics, but 
we would have to go to the conference table to 
discuss it , "  said White House spokesman Larry 
Speakes. 
"The United States stands ready for serious 
arms control in this area, ' '  Speakes said. 
The Soviets have called for talks aimed at 
limiting weapons in space but want a halt in the 
testing program of the U.S. anti-satellite (ASA T) 
program before the negotiations start. The 
United States has repeatedly rejected that .call. 
A day earlier, the Pentagon announced the 
second test of the U.S. program which involves 
an 1 8-foot-long, three-stage weapon carried aloft 
by an F- 1 5  fighter. 
·:· �. ·:·: �Free drinks for the ladies ' .. .  ·'t ... �., 9-9:30 pm. 
Thursday is Mixer Night 
To get you started our bartenders will serve FREE DRINKS• to all ladies seated at the Page 
One Bar or in a booth from 9-9:30. Each lady will receive 2 drink tickets to give to the gen­
tleman of her choice. Ladies must be seated at 9:00. • 
•choice of vodka, gin, rum, & soda mixer 
* $2.00 Pitchers from 9-12 * 
��"If\..... .... � . ... .... rn Keg delivery ) \Vile "'1W service 
The Daily . 
Eastern News 
In the test, the two-stage rocket fired 
guidance system of the small homing vehi 
tested by aiming it at a star. The F-15 was 
ched from Edwards Air Force Base in C · 
The F- 1 5  carries the ASAT to a h · 
about 60,000 and then launches it. 
rocket stages are supposed to propel the 
vehicle at high speed into the target 
destroying it. 
It was the second major flight test of 
weapon. The first test last January was si 
see if the ASA T's  engines fire after it is 
by the jet. 
The Pentagon has also conducted 30 " 
carry tests" in which the ASAT is carri 
by the fighter to see how the plane perfo 
all , the Pentagon plans 45 such tests along 
dozen live firings of the rocket in the $4 
program. 
But Congress, worried about an arms 
space, has ordered the Air Force not to 
ASA T against a specific target. 
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t 
e asked how ·you like Eastern in the last 
chances are you were asked by someone 
orth Central Association team. 
, a five-member accreditation team, was 
from Nov. 1 2  until Nov. 14 examining 
recently completed self-study and con­
·ews with faculty and students. · 
Lindner, head of the NCA team, said 
findings of the team were discussed with . 
esident Stanley Rives Wednesday. 
final report will not be in until shortly 
tmas. 
Rives was not available for comment af-· 
meeting with Lindner. However, Edgar 
president for academic affairs , said 
findings indicate that Eastern will be re­
the NCA. 
team found "no serious faults with the 
' Schick said. "We were not worried at 
ity whether we would receive ac-
" 
·on is a lengthy procedure because the 
, made by the team, is sent through the 
to be reviewed by the commission and 
t back to the university's  president for 
nfirmation. 
t's done we get it back and I ' ll write a 
" Lindner said . "It will take a little over 
t all of it done . "  
·d there are few times when a university 
itation, but when it does , it usually 
•tution is loosing its funding base. 
serious step to lose accreditation, " 
"Absolute removal of the accreditation 
the university is going to shut down. ' '  
·d he could not release the report o r  fin­
• is against NCA policy to make them 
president of the university decides what 
' ," he said. 
the team found "many strengths" at 
ded that "there are some things which 
concerns about, "  and those items will 
the attention of Rives .. 
t those items are "ordinarily" made 
· ersity' s  president. 
an institution needs to be accredited 
federal government, in many cases , 
accreditation before an institution 
al funds. "  
of the regional accrediting associations 
ed to keep federal government out of 
accrediting universities, Lindner said. 
ities have banded together and agreed 
f review that assures students ... they 
'ty to take quality programs, ' '  he said. 
does not make recommendations 
ms which might exist at a university, 
look at problems and say, 'here are 
t need some attention, " '  he said, ad­
p to the university to design their own 
all of the members of the team work 
institutions . "We're not professionals 
t all of us have long experience in the · 
" he said. 
, "I don't think it would be 
ets to say that most of the students 
were very happy that they chose 
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Michelle Long (left) , Dave Wetherton, Stacey Hill nesday's election results. (News photo by Kim 
and Kim Swanson applaud the outcome of Wed- Lange) 
One ballot decides election 
in off-campus senate district 
by Nancy Bridges 
A single vote in the off-campus district was the 
key to a full-year term rather than a half-year term 
in Wednesday's student government election. 
Steve Paulter, with 3 1 3  votes, edged by Dwayne 
Gunville, who had 3 1 2 votes . Paulter received a 
full seat, while Gunville won a half seat. 
Senate Speaker Ron Wesel noted that the ballots 
for the off-campus district were counted three 
times because of the close race. " It was that 
close, ' '  he added. 
Carolyn Smith, elections committee co-chairman, 
said 2, 1 87 votes were cast in the election, which she 
termed a "great turnout." 
Smith noted, " I  was just really happy all the 
races were contested, and that ·the turnout was so 
good." 
The candidate receiving the most votes was Kim 
Swanson from the at-large district, with 1 ,006 
votes, Smith said. 
In the off-campus district, the following students 
were elected to full-year seats: Scott Framzgrote, 
42 1 ;  Shari Busboom, 409; Gigi Kupsche, 397 ;  Dave 
_ Wetherton, 359; and Steve Paulter, 3 1 3 .  
The three half-year seats i n  the off-campus 
district were won by Dwayne Gunville with 3 1 2  
votes; Matt Geber, 294; and Dee Christoff, 269. 
In the residence hall district , the five full-year 
seats were won by Michelle Long, 676 votes; Barry 
Shawgo, 550; Leanne Hofbauer, . 474; Joel Lopez, 
462; and LaRon Wilhelm, 440. 
The half-year seat in that district was won by 
Dane Buczkowski with 376 votes. 
In the at-large district, the five full seats were 
won by Kim Swanson, 1 ,006; Karen Wessel , 924; 
Teresa Collard, 769; Terese Papa, 7 19 ;  and Larry 
Markey, 7 1 6. 
The three half-year seats open in the at-large 
district were won by Ann Hasara, 7 1 0  votes; Mike 
Ashack, 652; and Ann Guite, 6 1 7. 
The newly elected senators will be seated Dec . 
12 ,  the last meeting of the semester. 
. In other business , at the m�eting, the senate ap­
proved the appointment of sophomore Kim 
Dumentat to replace Dave Cox as Eastern's Illinois 
Student Association representative. 
The senate also appointed junior Michele Keating 
to the Intercollegiate Athletics Board and senior 
Grant Sterling as Supreme Court Chief Justice . 
Parent's Weekend nets UB$7,000 
by Lisa Green 
The University Board made a profit of about 
$7 ,000 from Parent' s  Weekend entertainment, the 
chairman of the UB said Wednesday. 
"We cleared a profit of approximately $6, 500 for 
the weekend from the concerts program. There was a 
loss on The Fixx, but what we did was subsidize the 
concerts , ' '  UB Chairman Floyd Akins said. 
Sunday night's  Fixx concert in Lantz Gym was 
part of the Parent's  Weekend entertainment 
package, Akins said. 
To break even financially, 3 ,000 tickets for the 
Fixx concert needed to be sold. However, only about 
2,000 tickets for the Fixx were sold. 
Cost of the concert was $ 1 5 ,000 plus $3 , 500 for 
production expenses and $2,500 for the supporting 
group, a New York based band, the Comateens. 
So, although the UB lost money on The Fixx con­
cert, other Parent's Weekend activities made enough 
profit to make up for the loss. 
In addition to the profit the UB concert committee 
brought in, the UB movie committee made more than 
$400 from two showings of "The Big Chill" on 
Friday, boosting profit for the weekend to $7 ,000. 
Akins said 733 people attended "The Big Chill," 
which was a record-breaking attendance figure for 
movies this semester. 
Jill Zimmerman, assistant student activities direc­
tor, estimated that as many as · 12 ,000 people may 
have visited Eastern's  campus for Parent's  Weekend. 
The UB and Parent ' s  Club are co-sponsors of the 
annual event, which provides entertainment for 
students and their families. 
One of the highlights of Parent's  Weekend was the 
Steve Landesberg and Letterman concert . Lan­
desberg, a comedian, played Sgt. Arthur Dietrich on 
"Barney Miller." 
"We knew three weeks ago that we were making a 
profit on Parent's  Weekend, but for The Fixx, we 
. didn't know until the day of the concert, "  Akins 
said. 
Ticket sales for The Fixx were moving slower 
than the UB expected. The tickets, which were $ 1 0, 
went on sale Oct. 1 8  at the Union Box Office. 
However, the Thursday before the Fixx concert, 
only about 1 ,510 tickets had been sold. 
The profit from the weekend will go into the UB 
concert budget, which may give the UB more 
leverage for landing a big name group for a spring 
semester concert. 
"Our negotiating power is going to be much 
stronger for next year because we have more money 
to work with ,"  Akins said. 
· 
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Heart transplant evokes argumen 
Opinion A three-week-old girl born with an underdeveloped heart has become the longest-living survivor of an animal heart transplant after receiving the organ of a 
baboon on Oct. 26. 
Cross views: 
While the operation signaled another step forward 
in the medical profession ,  the use of animals to save 
·humans raises some serious philosophical issues. 
Some people object to the sacrifice of an animal to 
save a human life. The child , known as " Baby Fae , "  
will probably not live long , so the operation has 
resulted in the taking of two lives instead of one. 
might someday tranplant the brain of a 
human body. 
Editoria ls  represent  
the majority op in ion 
of the ed i tor ia l  board 
In answer to this argument , it must be pointed out 
that a great number of animals are killed for research , 
food , clothing and other human. uses. Why, then,  
should the line be drawn here? We are not saying it  is 
right to kill for our own enjoyment , but if animals have 
to be killed , saving a child's life is probably one of the 
most worthwhile outcomes. 
These concerns , while somewhat I 
premature. People might someday need 
regulations limiting how extensively ani 
be used in humans , but setting reg 
would be jumping the gun since we do 
the technology to conduct such operat' 
The National Institutes of Health agr 
Oct. 29 unanimously rejected a pro 
genetic experimentation. 
The Dally Eastern News 
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Another argument against the animal heart tran­
splant concerns the use of an animal product to 
sustain the life of a higher-order · being. This 
argument , however , is not a valid one. Animals are 
often used to make life-preserving medicines. The in· 
sulin taken by diabetics, for example, comes· from 
pigs. We hold that there is no real distinction bet­
ween this use of actual animal tissue. 
Other objectors to the transplant 
"quality of life" argument. Baby Fae will 
they say, adding if she lives , she might 
fects from current manipulations of 
system to prevent it from rejecting the h 
High surplus in 
AB fund can be 
ideas surplus 
Some argue that transplanting an animal heart into 
a human interferes with natural selection by allowing 
the weak to survive. But is this not the outcome of all 
medicine? 
We agree, again , that this argument Is 
legitimate. Life should not be preserved 
unless that life will have some worth. Ho 
instance, Baby Fae is amazingly he 
recovering from her surgery , eating and 
without the help of life support systems. 
in fact , grow up to lead a normal , healthy 
Very few people who oppose Baby Fae's 
operation ,  we predict , would also oppose polio im· 
munizations or hospital visitation or treatment of in­
juries-all of which also interfere with natural selec­
tion. Indeed, the human race is long past the survival 
of the fittest due to modern science. 
Obviously, it is difficult to say exa 
value of the transplant is, although the 
favor of it do seem to outweigh the ones 
All Eastern students could benefit from 
the surplus of funds in the Apportionment 
Board ·reserve account if student fee­
funded groups devise · worthy projects 
which could be funded with the extra 
Some say they fear a "snowball effect. " If we tran­
splant hearts fro1.1 animals today, what will_ we do 
tomorrow , they ask with visions Frankenstein dan­
cing their heads. They also wonder whether doctors 
No one knows exactly what the ope 
to-great steps forward in medicine 
steins. All we can conclude, therefore, is 
should keep a close watch on such ex 
and judge each step as it comes. 
monies. \ 
-The Daily Vidette is the student ne 
Illinois State Univeristy at Normal. 
The AB reserve account, which currently Your tum Edit I I stands at $ 1 1 8,000, Of a is at a point that Finan- -----• b_b_d ____ th•e • s•ix-sp•e •a •ke•r •s.-- - -• Parents "ro e " cial Vice President What a sign of brilliance. We 
Tammy Walker calls a "little high." · Editor : would like to wholeheartedly 
Therefore, student fee-funded groups .We would like to express our thank the individual with enough 
should start planning now and think of wor- feelings about Parent's intelligence to turn that speaker Weekend. our way so our parents could thwhile programs that could be developed Let us begin by saying that the enjoy the last 1 5 minutes. 
With the extra funds. concept of Parent's Weekend is Needless to say, we were not 
Planning is imperative; budgets of student great. It's a time to show our surprised when our fathers 
fee-funded groups are due Feb. 1 . parents why we chose Eastern suggested that we leave before 
Because there are numerous ways that over all other colleges. the Lettermen started and go out 
f Our parents, being avid "Bar- and eat some food, because the the unds could be spent, the planning ney Miller" fans, were excited to dinner we ate was a bit on the needs to be done well in advance to en- hear that Steve Landesberg was cold side. 
sure that student fees will be used in the to be appearing at Eastern. It Steve Landesberg said it best 
best way possible. . was to be the highlight of the when he asked the audience 
However, the groups- should not simply · ""'.eekend. Aft�r a disappointing how much we paid for these 
request extra funds because they are ·. dinner , we said not to worry tickets. We replied, "$8." Steve • , 1 because Steve Landesberg said,  "They saw you coming , available. j would make it worth our while you got robbed. " And believe 
Although there is a surplus of funds in the . At the start of the show, th� us-we did. Maybe next year , 
reserve account, the AB should watch ! members of the University Board we'll take in a movie. 
carefully to make sure that these groups do : came on stage and took bows 
not simply request extra funds that are not • for their outstanding work ; un-
needed , fortunately they took their bows · · too soon. If the UB wants to In the past, several fee-funded groups take bows, they should wait until 
have requested funds from the AB only to it's a job well done. We felt bad 
return them at the end of the year. that we applauded mediocrity. 
. So, to alleviate part of the surplus, the When Steve Landesberg came 
money could be used but only for quality on stage, we �ppl�uded again. ' . Not to TV mediocrity, but to programs. . sheer stupidity. The section in Unfortunately not many people realize which we were sitting was allot­
that the reserve account does serve a very ted one speaker, which was-to 
important purpose-it's not just- extra our dismay-broken. 
money. We could see Steve perfectly, 
Monies in the reserve account are used but all w� coul� hear ".-'ere mur­murs. This section let 1t be when groups need access to funds not known to everyone in the place 
originally allocated in their budgets. that they could not hear and that 
Rather than raising student fees when the problem needed to be 
less money comes in, some money from the corrected so we could enjoy the 
reserve account can be used to supplement show as much. as everyone else. The people 1n charge, whether 
the �udgets of student fee-funded groups. they were with the UB or not , 
This year, student fee-funded groups did not handle the situation 
could really initiate some quality programs to properly. The man assigned to 
benefit the whole campus. However, the AB the task of correcting the 
must use an iron fist to make sure the problem spe�t thre�quarters of 
d d · h the show trying to fix the groups do not get too greedy an rain t e · speaker until someone had the 
eserve accountwith us eless endeavors. common sense to tum one of 
Letter po 
The Dally Easte 
welcomes letters 
reader addressing i 
to the campus comm 
The name and tale 
ber of at least one 
be submitted with e 
the editor. 
Only the first three 
letters containing 
· three authors will be 
unless further specifi 
Letters submitted 
name (or with a pse 
without a telephone 
other means of veri 
ships will not be publ' 
Authorship of lett 
verified by teleph 
means otherwise 
the author prior to pu 
Names wil l  be w 
upon justifiable request 
Letters should no 
250 words. 
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Inter Fashion� Fitness Gulde 
Supplement to the Daily Eastern News/ Charleston, Ill . 61 920 I Section Two, 8 Pages 
'fit and trim 
atures do not thaw-out the activity 
-minded buffs. The recreational ac­
e students slows down during the 
, but many of them are determined 
.exercising inside. 
see page3 
Big styles for winter 
The big and oversized looks that were popular 
for fall fashions have remained on the racks for 
winter shoppers to select from, according to 
several managers of clothes stores in the 
Charleston-Mattoon area . 
seepage4 
Warm skin tones 
Some students enjoy keeping a sun tan look 
during the winter months, however, Dr. John 
Kalis, a dermatologist, said the overall effects of 
the lighting used to brown skin is not completely 
known . .  
seepage7 
2 Winter fashion L fitness Gulde Thursda , November 1 5, 1984 
Peddlin' along 
Tracy Fakles, a freshman, exer­
cises in a NIKE sweatsuit that has 
a matching jacket and a coor­
dinated hooded shirt. This outfit 
was provided by Coach Eddie's 
Sport Shop. (News Photo by Brian 
Ormiston) 
Staff ____ _ 
Editor ................ Dawn Stultz 
Layout ................ Lisa Green 
Photo editor ..... . ... Brian Ormiston 
On the cover of The Winter Fitness 
and Fashion Guide, Dione Olson shows 
off a popular look for the winter. Olson 
is wearing an oversized white jacket and 
the cropped pant look. Her outfit was 
supplied by The Closet .  (Cover photo 
by Brian Ormiston) 
11Little Kings 
Night" 
doors open 8p.m 
Students still dancing to aerobics 
by Kathy Compton 
. In today's society of good nutrition and daily exercise, 
everyone wants to look and feel good about themselves. 
Aerobics is one type of popular exercise � or is it? 
Some Eastern students said they believed that aerobic exer­
cise is not as popular as it used to be, saying that it was just a 
fad. However, some students are still participating. 
Freshman Christy Hardin said, "Aerobics is still popular for 
the die hard aerobic people because they know it's good for 
them." 
According to Pat Hughes, owner of Pages Plus Book store , 
books giving instuction on aerobic exercise are not selling as 
well as they were this time last year, adding that weight lifting 
is more popular now. 
And although Mazuma Records and Tapes said that the 
sales of exercise records and tapes is still steady ,  a spokesman 
from the store said that sales have died down co 
last year. 
· 
However, Fitness Club co-owners Barbara G 
Marilyn DeRuiter voiced another view of aerobic 
"In Charleston, attendance is very good and interest 
Gerrie said. 
Although you don't hear about it (aerobics) as m 
gone from a fad to a daily routine in people's lives 
and school. 
"Number one, its a good physical workout and 
two, its a lot of fun," DeRuiter said. 
Sirius Exercise Fitness Facility. employee Liz 
agreed that aerobics is still very popular. 
Wiechern said she believes that aerobics is popu 
it is good for the cardiovascular system,  burns ca 
tones up muscles. 
Entire Stock Qt 
1/2 PRICE 
SWEATER SALE 
OUTERWEAR 
SAVE UP TO 
40 % and more ... 
DOORBUSTER 
SPECIAL! 
LEATHER JACKETS 
Buy one sweater at current ticket price and 
receive a second sweater of equal value 
or less at 1 /2 PRICE! 
6999 
CORDUROY & DRESS PANTS 
s5 OFF 
Current Ticket Price 
OXFORD 
SHIRTS 
21ors1a 
·Originally $13 
JUMPSUITS 
2999 
Originally $36 _ $42 
TURTLENECKS 
799 
Originally $10.99 
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to right are Jason Paris,  a freshman , wearing a nylon running suit; Dione Olson , a sophomore , also in a nylon running suit;  at back left is Tracy 
Tim Corry, a sophomore, in a cotton workout suit; at front right i� Na�- · Fakles in a fleece sweatsuit . Outfits in this picture were supplied by Coach Ed­
n ,  a senior, in a leotard and aerobic shoes . In  back on the nght 1s die's Sport Shop . (News Photo by Brian c;>rmiston) 
rts activity as seasonal as sports clothes 
man 
, the transition is like a new 
snow a welcomed friend . 
e change of the "old man" 
arranted attack on their 
nd begins to blow and the 
becomes morning frost , 
ks up from the 18th hole , 
ff from the back court , the 
jogger from their "happy" 
horizon stands an army of 
and skaters , waiting for 
, the first snowfall , to at-
gathers his golf clubs ; the 
tennis balls , and together 
ther sportsmen race in· 
activity either becomes 
is adopted to the indoors , 
rush to join the ranks of the 
·onal brigade .  
to student opinion , most 
oor activity dies in the 
r ,  senior , was not alone 
, "I'm not really active in 
months ."  Nasser said she 
obile but without access 
'le she cannot participate . 
nnis, basketball and other 
· s are relocated in Lantz . 
me take your 
ter Fashion 
& Fitness 
clothes to 
candy counter 
EIU's Union 
r full service 
-cleaning & 
sing today 
Other activity is suspended until spring 
thaw . Student recreation not thawed by cold 
As sports activity is seasonal , so is 
sports clothing . According to area mer­
chants ,  sales indicate students are still 
purchasing traditiona l sweats and 
Eastern nylon jackets for winter apparel . 
Sportswear retailers agree that sales · 
grow as cold weather approaches.  
"Definitely sales go up , "  said Dale 
Bayles owner Mary Sue Leathers . 
Leathers added that , "We sell a lot of 
the winter versions of the nylon winter 
jackets during this time of the year . We 
also sell more sweats . "  
Leathers said the tre_nd this year i s  to 
purchase crewneck sweatshirts . "This is 
interesting because it appears that 
preferences run in cycles . A few years 
ago we sold a lot of hooded sweatshirts . 
Last year we sold a mixture and this 
year we can hardly keep crews in 
stock , "  said Leathers . 
Martie Blue ,  Coach Eddie's assistant 
manager said her sales agreed with 
Leathers' statement . "Sweats sell real 
well , they always do, but it seems sales 
are higher during the cold months . "  
As tradition continues to command 
general sportswear purchases , famous 
name brands continue to dominate the 
by Sean Goulding 
With winter just around the cor­
ner, staying fit can often become 
difficuit with the cold weather and 
many exercise- minded people con ­
finded indoors . 
However, many Eastern students 
said it is possible to stay in shape 
over the winter . 
For example , students can take 
advantage of the facilities at Lantz 
Gym to help them stay fit and trim . 
John Hearne , freshman said . " I 
. try to go to Lantz four times a week 
and lift . Then I usually like to run at 
night to stay in shape . "  
But ,  Hearne added that h e  plans 
to swim at Buzzard Building if the 
weather gets to cold to ru.n outside . 
Derek Johnson sophomore said . 
"Because I can't do any activities 
outside I want to use the indoor 
facilities as much as I can at Lantz 
Gym . "  
running wear l ine . "Nike and Ocean 
Pacific are still the distributors on cam­
pus , "  Blue said . 
"Aerobics aren't seasonal , "  said Blue . 
in addition . sophomore Scott 
Shewchuk said , "The cold weather 
of winter will prevent me from run­
ning outside so I think I am going to 
run around the track at Lantz . "  ' n 
Sophomore Tim O'Reil ly also 
said he �ill use the facil ities at Lantz 
Gym . 
O'Reilly said he plans to play a lot 
of racquetball in the winter and 
work out in the weightroom 
because it will be to cold to do 
anything outside . 
However, some students said 
they did not plan on using any in­
. door exercise facilities . 
Freshman Mark Walker freshman 
believes that students get enough 
exercise by just walking to class 
every day . 
Trish Quattrocki , freshman said ,  
"I exercise daily inside my dorm 
room and I try to eat right . "  
"Therefore , "  she added ,  "there i s  little 
deviation in fashion from season to 
season . " 
Hol i day 
G ifts 
Register 
For a $100. 00 
Gift Certificate Now 
Thru December 15th 
Bring This Ad In For 
$10. 00 Deduction on 
$25. 00 or more Pu.rchase 
A t  Regular Price 
Ameri l la ' s 
Fashions 
234-4557 
Downtown Mattoon 
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Winter fashions ·hit racks 
Big look from fall fashion r,-
still on racks for winter 
by Beth .Lander 
The big and oversized look from 
fall fashions is also setting the trend 
for winter . 
Several managers of clothing 
stores in the Charleston-Mattoon 
area indicate that although there 
are several new styles for winter 
clothes, many of the popular styles 
were on the racks when people 
were shopping for fall fashions .  
The cropped pant look, bulky 
sweaters and big accessories are still 
on the racks as stylish winter 
fashions .  
Cindy Reid , manager of  The 
Closet,  located at West Park Plaza 
on Lincoln Ave . ,  said , "We are 
receiving a lot of oversized clothing 
for tops and bottoms . Also , there 
are a lot of bulky knits . 
"We're also showing sportswear 
with cropped pants and white for 
winter .  We are going into pastels for 
the holidays , "  she added .  
Kathleen Downs,  manager of 
Ruthies, 40 1 Lincoln , said , "The 
layered look is still big and oversized 
sweaters . with a large belt and big 
necklaces.  The long sweaters can 
be worn as a dress or with tights , "  
Downs added . 
Lor i  J obe , m a nager  of 
Sycamores, 536 W .  Lincol n ,  which 
carries both men's and women's 
clothing, said we are , "receiving a 
lot of pastels for the holidays and 
big angora sweaters . 
"Some of the pants are pleated 
and cropped . along with the novel­
ty jeans with denim jackets , "  Jobe 
said . 
'"For men , we have cotton shirts 
and canvas pants with a selection of 
jeans and Levi pin-stripes . "  
Jannette Gillis , manager of 
Adlers , 509 Seventh , said they 
have a lot of sweater wool coats this 
year . 
She added that , "Suspender 
pants in checks made out of flan­
nels are in . Of course , sweater-vests 
are big with a deep open side . The 
jeans are really strong as usual . We 
have cords (corduroys) , stripes ,  
stone washed and lined denim 
jackets , "  Gillis said . 
Vicky Bennett , employee of the 
Junior ,Joynt 305 W. Lincoln . said ,  
'' 
The shorter and fuller 
pants are in for winter. 
Als o ,  stone-was h e d  
jeans and fanny-wrap 
dresses . 
- Vicky Bennett, 
Junior Joynt employee 
_____ ,, 
"The shorter and fuller pants are in 
for winter . Also , stone-washed 
jeans and fanny-wrap . dresses.  
Longer dresses are coming in with 
earth-tones and black . Sweater 
vests are strong too . "  
Laura ZuHone,  manager of Meis 
Clothing store in Mattoon , also 
agrees that big fashions are still in 
for winter . 
"We're receiving big sweaters of 
all types and sweater vests , "  
ZuHone said . _ 
"The colors range from soft 
pastels to the brights . The biggest 
category is the hand knits in soft 
muted shades , "  she said . 
"There is a big emphasis on 
everything for accessories . It is a 
primitive theme for earrings, belts , 
and necklaces , "  ZuHone adde d .  
A s  far a s  men's fashion , ZuHone 
said , "The sweaters are as popular 
for men as they are for women . We 
gave collection groups that are 
coordinated for contemporaries . 
Other managers agreed with 
ZuHone's assessment of accessories 
for winter wear . 
Jobe said . "We have Christmas 
socks and sachets . We have some 
scarves and pastel earrings for ac­
cessories . "  
Downs said , "Jewelry i s  dangly 
now , not little posts like before . 
Chunky wooden necklaces or balls 
are popular . We are also showing 
neon flourescent bright green to ac­
cessorize with . The magazines . 
Glamour and Seventeen show big 
styles and bright socks . The colors 
are hot with some scarves added for 
accents . "  
CALL 345-91 1 1 1  
West Park Plaza 618 W. Lincol 
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Students select winter styles ; 
sweaters , vests popular items 
by Michelle Mueller · 
Winter is just around the corner and people 
are bringing out their best winter wardrobe 
and putting away cool summer clothes .  
Students at  Eastern have already bought 
the bulk of their winter wardrobe , with 
sweaters being the overwhelming favorite of 
all winter styles this year . 
Kim Clayton , junior,  from Hoopeston , 
said , "I've been buying heavy sweaters . "  She 
added that she is able to find the fashions she 
wants here in Charleston . 
"This town's good for buying things , par­
tially because a lot of the stores here are the 
same ones I have at home , "  she noted . 
However , Erin Mulligan , a sophomore 
from Kankakee , said she does not do much of 
her shopping here . "I usually shop at home . I 
find more . I like to shop in Chicago , because I 
think they have more of a selection . "  
Mulligan does not buy "any certain thing , I 
just buy what I like . Basically , what I feel com­
fortable in . " 
Also , she said she was pleased with the 
new winter styles . "Yeah,  I like the fashions 
that they have out now , "  she said . 
Clayton agreed saying , "I think that the 
winter styles are very becoming to most peo­
ple , "  she said . 
Vests are also very popular now . "I've been 
buying two different kinds of vests : pullover 
and the kind that are open under the arms . "  
Clayton said . 
Sweaters are also popular with n:ien . Peter 
Polovina , a sophomore from Chicago , is one 
male student who said he favors sweaters . 
especially "mohair ones and argyles in dark 
blue and black . "  Polovina also likes to buy his 
clothes in Chicago because "There's more of 
a selection . "  
Sophomore Ty Hauter, near left , i n  a 
fleece sweater coat and flannel shirt set off 
- by stone-washed jeans.  On his right is Lisa 
Sattler, also a sophomore, in an oversized 
sweater and cropped pants. Wooden beads 
are also big for the colder months . 
On the lower far left , the models are 
showing showing some popular night wear . 
Sattler, seated ,  is wearing a suit and sweater 
combination . The skirt is a drop waist m id­
calf length with a straight jacket , combined 
with a cashmere sweater vest . Tracy Fakles, 
on top of . piano,  is wearing cropped pants 
and a jacket of a combination cotton cour­
doroy . Jason Paris ,  standing , is wearing a 
sweater vest combined with a flannel plaid 
shirt. 
c: � Above far left , Alicia Paulok is wearing an e oversized sweater with a wide belt and ankle 
6 length pants. At right is Seo� Smith in a but­
lii ton sweater with pleated jeans.  Clothes in 
;jj these pictl!lres were supplied by Ruthies and 
� Sycamores and The closet . ( Photos by � Michael Sitarz and Brian Ormiston) 
Milan Kovacevich ,  a sophomore from 
Chicago , agreed . He also shops in Chicago 
because there is "more of a selection . "  
Kovacevich said the colors h e  favors for 
winter are "purples and pastel types .  I like 
them . They're attractive to my eyes . "  
He noted that , " I  admire Alexander Jul ian 
(a clothes fashion designer) for his unique 
mixing and matching ·of bright colors . His col-
ors are fantastic . "  
· 
Clayton said she favored "bright .  vivid . 
rainbow colors . "  
Sue Cox , a junior from Kankakee . said the 
colors she has been buying are peaches and 
pinks . 
JoEllen Ransden . sophomore from Eff­
ingham,  said she h-as focused on the colors of 
maroon , light camel ·brown . burgu ndy . and 
blues . 
She added that she wore these colors 
because , "they compliment me . They are my 
colors . "  
Cox chose her colors for the same reason . 
"That's just the colors I like . "  she said . 
Sweaters and jeans are a classic combina­
tion for students and this year's style for jeans 
is the ankle- length variety . 
Clayton said she has bought "pants that 
come to your ankle . "  Cox said she is . also 
buying "ankle- length , straight- leg" jeans .  
Cox added , "I probably have more of  the 
standard ones, (jeans) but the newest ones I 
have are the ankle-length . "  
Freshman Bryan Pforr of Rantoul i s  one of 
the few students who said he has not yet 
started thinking of his winter wardrobe . " I  
haven't really bought any (winter Clothes) 
yet . "  His only plans so far are to buy . "some 
new jeans and something warm . "  
I C.  l 
Siriusr=:--;7 
7 18 Jackson • 345-5687 
Charleston's Most Complete 
- Gym 
• Badger Fitness Equipment 
• Free Weights 
• Individual Consultation & Instruction · 
· • Women & Men's Programs 
. • Stationary Bike , Mini Tramp , 
Beginning Running Program 
• Special Semster Rates 
• Call us about at FREE 
workout or Aerobic Class 
. . . get "Sirius,, about fitness NOW! 
·�rls e rcsumes  
I 
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Covalt Drug Store 
featuring: 
SHALIMAR 
The most famous of all Guerlain fragrances ,  Shalimar &J 
was introduced in 1 925.  It is as timeless as its legend � of lasting love . An exquisite fragrance , based on notes I 
of vanilla , exotic flowers , sandalwood and spices . . .  
a classic oriental fragrance . 
gu�!Jain \Shalimar 
j 1925 
South Side of the Square ,  Charleston 
Norman 
cosmetics .  
Available 
through 
December 3 1 ,  
1984 o r  while 
supplies last .  
'.'l .. . 
'>.,/�" ..,,,,,,.,, 
mERLE OORffiM® 
Personalized Skin Care and Makeup 
. 632 W .  Lincoln Charleston 
West Park Plaza 345 -5062 
CALORIE 
D o n ' t  s kip l u n c h  . . . .  co m e  
t o  W h i t e · H e n  a n d c re a te y o u r o w n  
c h ee s e  s a n d w i c h  o n  w h o le w h e a t  
b re a d  w i th N O  M AY O  of  c o u rse . 
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• N A U T I L U S  
• F R E E  WE I G HTS 
• AE RO B I CS 
• TAN N I N G 
�ff 
e LOCATION : WILB W A L K E R  CENTER 
, : P H ON E :  348-8883 
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Catch Panther sports action in 
The Daily Eastern .News 
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as give warm look , few implications 
n Reilly They charge $4 a session, which lasts 
to · keep a tan through winter? 25 minutes . Five sessions can be pur­
ay to do it is visit one of the chased for $ 1 7. 50, and 10 for $30 . 00 . 
tanning spas in Charleston . Coach Eddie's recommends that peo-
spa uses basically the same pie come in at least three times a week.  
although there are some dif- They confer with each client to figure 
es between the var iou s  out the best tanning program on an in-
ments . dividual basis. 
n Tan spa, West Park Plaza, Debbie Warman , manager of the 
$6 .50 for a half hour tanning Golden Comb , said their shop has a 
. Joann Hastings, owner of the Krafsun tanning bed .  "A single session 
, to develop a tan, she recom- is $5 or seven sessions for $33 , "  she 
that people come in every other said .  
four days, and then three days . "One 20 minute session i s  equal to 
. · - three hours in the sun , "  Warman said . 
aintain a tan , Hastings recom- "Most other tanning beds are 30 
coming in once a week . minutes equal three hours in the sun , "  
h Eddie's has had the longest she added .  
tan spa in Charleston . Although tanning spas are becoming 
kesman for Coach Eddie's said popular ,  the effects of the procedure are 
had tanning booths since 198 i .  not completely known . 
Dr . John Kalis, dermatologist, said 
the overall effects of the UVA and UVS­
(the types of lighting used in tanning 
booths) are not completely known . 
UVA and UVB are wavelengths of 
ultraviolet which are the A and B bands 
of light. "They're the actual bands of 
light that brown the skin ," Kalis said . 
Kalis said, "In people with skin pro­
blems where UVA was used, they had a 
higher than normal rate of skin cancer ." 
However, in most of these cancer 
cases the UVA light was used in con­
junction with other medicines, "So you 
can't compare them with people who 
walk in to use tanning booths," he said . 
The best advice Kalis could give was 
to use tanning booths in moderation . "If 
you use them in moderation , you could 
probably get by . If you go overboard , i t 
can be harmfu l , "  he said . 
Thanks to the 
clothi ng stores 
for use of their 
outfits for the 
Wi nter Fashion 
and Fitness Guide 
and Taylor Ha l l  
for the use of 
their weight room 
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a little research . . .  
is in resPonse to the editorial cartoon 
ed in the Nov. 8 edition of The Daily 
ws that concerned the legitimacy of the 
aguan elections. 
tions in places like the Soviet Union , 
ropeaP. satellites , Cuba ,  or U. S. allies 
Urkey or Pakistan (which don't even have 
, opposition parties were allowed on the 
main opposition party candidate was 
run , but withdrew in the face of an over­
Sandinista victory. 
a little research ,  you will find that the 
enjoy overwhelming popular support, 
u or I or any other American likes it. 
also find that "Danny" Ortega's 
government has protected minority 
and political rights despite popular 
to do otherwise. 
'nistas are not Soviet-aligned com-
you had done your research , you would 
vered that that "Smilin' Sandinista Lef-
ment has jailed and imprisoned com­
k up Richard Sholk's article on the 
issue of Comparitive Politics for more 
in that area. ) ,  and has allowed La Pren­
sition newspaper to continue 
e has been some censorship of La 
oppose this. However , we are not in 
· n to criticize it. Compare this cen-
our wonderful friends in Argentina , who 
tortured Jacobo Timerman , editor of a 
opposition newspaper for criticizing 
t policy (which included elimination of 
and liberties and routine torture and mur- , 
. ine energy program 
the College of Business has a self­
narrow-minded view of energy 
by cons.idering the cancellation of the 
awareness in the residential sector 
Its pinnacle in the last few years due 
oil supply and price stabilization. This 
as rapidly as the last oil embargo has 
to our dependence upon unstable and 
foreign oil suppliers. 
ement in the business and in-
' which accounts for 65 percent of umption,  is in its infancy. With the 
ease of energy prices and new 
gy, energy managers who have a 
ding of the complicated relation­
will be essential to coordinate ac-
88 distribution , production and 
professionals can decrease energy 
meased efficiency with continued 
and provide a smooth transition to 
wable energy resources. 
requires the critical supPort of 
ions to educate and train the 
has done so with multi-discliplined 
are working in challenging Positions 
agencies who have high regard for 
are impresssed with the foresight to 
a program. 
to think the long-range original goal 
and stable country could be lost in 
der of anyone suspected of OPPoSing the govern­
ment). 
Or how about U.S. friend Malaysia, whose em­
bassy information officer on a recent visit to 
Eastern said that Malaysians have freedom of 
speech as long as they say only what the govern­
ment wants them to. 
And how about our good friends in the Philip­
pines who simply murder the opposition leaders or 
even the U.S.-supported Somoza regime that 
preceded the Sandinista government in 
Nicaragua-no opposition press whatsoever, tor­
ture , imprisonment and murder of people voicing 
opposition. 
They continued with the theft of the national 
treasury, even theft of emergency funds that were 
donated from all over the world after the 
catastrophic 1 97 2  earthquake. 
When Philippine opposition leader Aquito was 
murdered as he stepped off of an airplane as he 
returned home to the Philippines , I don't recal l  that 
you had a cartoon about it. Nor did you have one 
when the PAI party in Mexico ,  which has 27 times 
Nicaragua's population and is on our border , won 
the election for the umpteenth consecutive time 
since it came to power in 1 929. 
Nor did you have a cartoon when our wonderful 
friends in South Africa held an election and did not 
let the majority black population run a candidate, let 
alone vote. 
I suggest ,  Hans , that you not only open your 
eyes a little wider , but that you look a little closer 
at what you see. It is a big and complex world out 
there , and as an editorial cartoonist , I think that you 
have a responsibility to make fair , informed 
statements in your cartoons. · 
Brian Peterl lnz 
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a short-term decision due to financial reallocation. 
I urge the voting faculty members to vote not to 
support. the proposal ,  but to suggest a meeting to 
streamline the major to make it more cost effective. 
I suggest to the administrators to consider quality 
education as their most important priority, re­
examine their de.cision and realize their obligation 
to continue the energy management program. 
Brian Fron 
Than ks fo r practicing later 
Editor: 
In view of all the negative publicity that has been 
directed toward the Eastern marching band these 
past few weeks , I wish to commend their actions. 
L.8st year , a letter was written by our previous 
president which requested that the band change its 
practice schedule from 8 a.m. Saturday to a later 
time. On behalf of the residents of Thomas Hall , I 
wish to thank you for complying to our requests. 
We also appreciate your facing the opposite 
direction while you practice. We feel that since we 
wrote a public letter of complaint that there should · 
also be a public letter of appreciation. 
We are proud to have members of the marching 
band on Thomas Hal l  Council and active in other 
aspects of the hall. Thank you and keep up the 
good work. 
Mark E. Hartz 
Thomas Hall President 
Opinion 
Letters a n d  c o l u m ns 
represe n t  t h e  v iews 
o f  t h e  a u th o rs 
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Both goals have been met 
Editor : 
Wel l ,  the Panther Marching Band's season is all 
but over for this year. The only thing left is the 
making of our album which wil l  be completed this 
week. In looking over this past season ,  I can 
honestly say it has been quite an unusual year. 
In the line of entertainment , we have done our 
gig quite well. We performed on the road a record 
(at least in my book) four times : at Terre Haute for 
the Indiana State University vs. E_astern game; at 
Soldier Field for the Bears vs. Broncos game; 
Busch Stadium for the Cardinals vs. Bears game 
and Springfield for the President <;>f the United 
States. 
Our sole intent on these trips was to entertain 
and that is just what we did ,  entertain. We have 
been well received at al l  our away performances. 
But let's not forget our home crowds , the fans 
we really want to do our best for. We have also 
been wel l  received after all our pre-game and half­
time performances. There are also a few groups 
that real ly give us the cheers that we thrive on. 
One group that stands out is the Big Dogs. When 
I march off the field and see them going wild , I 
really feel good inside. Thanks a lot guys. 
That is our reward;  that is our satisfaction. We're 
not in band for the credit-:-that's for sure. We put 
on our time, money and sweat for one goal-to see 
an entertained crowd after we perform. 
However, a few individuals have expressed their 
views in the intent of injuring the band, your band. 
They have tried to destroy our spirit and cloud our 
. eyes of seeing our goal ,  but they failed. 
They have, instead, brought us together as a 
tighter group. They have made us want to do our 
job even more that before. They have also failed in 
trying to sway our true fans; the fans who show up 
whether we have rain, shine or bitter cold. We still 
have our spirit, you stil l have your spirit and both of 
our goals are met. 
This letter was not to throw mud, but to give 
praise to the people for who we stand on a prac­
tice field in blazing heat , pouring rain and bitter 
cold-the fans in the stadium. Thanks , you helped 
us achieve a winning season. 
I can't wait until next year. 
Larry E. Quicksall  
Stop pouting over Reagan ral. ly 
Editor: 
While many of the faculty were "disgusted" and 
"distraught" at our band playing for President 
Reagan , I-and many others-am thoroughly 
disgusted with the faculty's childish conduct. 
The disrespectful  faculty members are making 
the band trip a Political issue and not President 
Rives. It was an honor to our band to be invited to 
perform for President Reagan. 
True, Reagan was a candidate, but he is stil l  the 
president of the United States. Whether the man is 
a Democrat , Republican or Libertarian , the 
president should be shown every honor when he 
visits our state. 
So grow up Faculty Senate members and stop 
Pouting. When your man ever becomes president 
and visits Illinois , we'll show him the same cour­
tesy-�ou don't SPoil it once and fqr all. 
Tim Ulmer 
,_ 
( 
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Mayoral electiori 
C u rrent health a n d  safety comm i ssioner 
looks to be Charleston ' s  f i rst woman may 
by Kevin McDermott 
Olga Durham has already set precedence in 
Charleston city government with her eight-year 
career as one of the few female city commissioners in 
the city's history. 
But on April 2 ,  she hopes to break even higher 
ground by becoming Charleston's  first wom�n 
mayor. 
Durham, 57, is currently wrapping up her second 
term as Charleston Public Health and Safety Com­
missioner. She said she sees many problems in 
Charleston which should be addressed, including an 
outdated sewage and water treatment system and 
vague city zoning laws . 
But perhaps the biggest step toward solving the 
city's  problems, she said, would be to bring better 
organization to City Hall. 
mayor without having his business either suf 
effected, " she said. "In my candidacy, I w 
have any conflict (of interest) . "  
Durham said at least three people must 
their candidacy for a mayoral primary electi 
held. She added that, if there are enough 
the primary will be held Nov. 26. 
Eastern student Steve Selby had earlier d 
= mayoral candidacy, but indicated in a letter � Daily Eastern News Monday that he is wi � from the race. 
, "I  would_hope that we do have a primary. 
-i would encourage people to run,"  Dur 
::! "Many people complain (about city gov 
1'l but if you want to effect change, you've 
� willing to put your neck on the line." � Durham was born in Chicago, w 
"We have already started to make the city (govern­
ment} a more professional organization, " Durham 
. said Tuesday. "I want to keep that going." 
Olga Durham graduated from high school at the age of 16. 
her husband Leonard while she was com 
bachelor's degree in Industrial Design at the 
sity of Illinois.  Although the mayoral office is a part-time 
position, Durham said she plans on establishing 
regular office hours and devoting more time to the 
position if elected. "We (the city council} should be 
more aware of the day-to-day operations of the 
run for public office,"  she noted. "As a city official, 
you're more visible. You have to balance your 
homelife and your public life." 
Nonetheless, Durham maintains that her ex­
perience and accomplishments in office will end any 
doubts people may have about her effectiveness as an 
administrator. "I think I 've been able to prove my 
leadership ability. ' '  she said. 
The couple moved to Charleston in 1 955.  
a fishery biologist, served as Charleston 
Property Commissioner from 1965 to 197 
Durham taught part-time at Eastern from 
1 969. She earned a master's  degree in Stu 
from Eastern in 1 974. 
city," she said. 
· 
Durham said she knows of only one woman who 
has previously attempted to run for mayor in 
Charleston. If Durham manages to stay in the race 
until election day, she will be the first woman ever to 
have done so. 
Although Mayor Clancy Pfeiffer has not yet 
declared his candidacy, he is expected to run for a 
second term in the April 2 municipal election. 
Although Durham said she will be stressi111 
perience in public office during her cam • 
added that her eight years as a city council 
may prove to be a mixed blessing in the race. 
"For some reason, you can excuse mens' mistakes 
(in political campaigns} , but women have to be more 
careful, "  she said. "They're more in the spotlight. "  
Durham said her candidacy has not caused any 
stress between herself and Pfeiffer, adding that they 
have not talked with each other about the election. 
"That's not the kind of thing candidates discuss 
among themselves, ' '  she said. 
"When you've been in office for eight' 
you're bound to make enemies , "  she said. ' 
that's  a reality everybody faces." 
Durham added that public scrutiny of female can­
didates is not the only reason so few women have run 
for office in Charleston. 
However, Durham noted that Pfeiffer's  j ob as an 
insurance broker may impede his mayoral candidacy. 
The gender-gap Durham faces in the race 
be addressed, she said. "I know it will be 
· fight. You do have to overcome a lot of 
prior conceptions of you.' ' "There are a lot of sacrifices you make when you "It is very difficult for a businessman to run for 
Trivial Pursui t tournament sponsored by G amesters 
by Michelle Mueller 
Eastern students who like to answer 
trivia questions may be interested in 
signing up for a Trivial Pursuit tour­
nament scheduled for Dec. 1 -2.  
The fun is being sponsored by the 
EIU Gamesters. Ron Gibson, vice 
president of the organization said, the 
tournament will be one of the first big 
tournaments to be sponsored by the 
Gamesters. 
"The only tournament we. ever really 
Student art ists 
featured in fal l  
Jazz Showcase 
by Tim lpema 
Students who enjoy jazz music may 
want to tune into the music depart­
ment's  Jazz Showcase. 
At 7 :30 p.m. Thursday in the 
Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna 
Fine Arts Center, the music depart­
ment will present their fall semester 
concert. 
The showcase, which will feature the 
EIU Jazz Ensemble and the EIU Lab 
band, will be a combination of "big 
band jazz, with older as well as con­
temporary selections ,"  Allan Horney, 
co-director of the jazz ensemble said. 
Horney said Thursday's showcase is 
their "major semester concert. "  
Graduate assistant Larry Nueman will 
assist in directing the ensemble, he ad­
ded. 
Admission for the concert is $1  for 
adults and 50 cents for students. 
· ran was a D and D (Dungeons and 
Dragons} tournament," Gibson said. 
One type of Trivial Pursuit game is 
the Genius version, he said. Categories 
in the game include include geography, 
history, sports and leisure, en­
tertainment, art and literature and 
science. 
A typical question tournament par­
ticipants might be· asked in the tour­
nament would be, "Who were the only 
two people Hawkeye Pierce saluted on . 
Reg. $ 25 
N ow $1988 
B l ack, W i n e, Tau pe 
Mack S oore hoes 
South Side of Square 
· MIKE'S MA RA THON 
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Tune-ups • Tlre Repalr8 
Oil Changes 
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Next to IGA On Lincoln 
345-1 51 1 
Mash?" Gibson said. 
There is a $5 entry fee for the tour­
nament and students who are in­
terested iµ participating should sign up 
at a table in the Union walkway by 
Nov. 30. 
Prizes will be awarded to the winners 
of the tournament, he added. 
"Basically, all we (EIU Gamesters) 
do is play games. Everything from role 
games to board games. It' s just a club 
for people who want to play games, "  
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Gibson said. 
The club has been in exis 
four years and currently has 
hers, Gibson said. 
Although n-on-members 
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son said tournament costs are 
for members. 
"If you're a member, y 
naments are cheaper." Me 
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per year. 
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Annual Art Exhibit 
'on, Athletic Director R.C. 
who proposed the $7 per 
ee hike, said the handout 
Eastern' s faculty display work at T arble 
y objective. "  Johnson 
the idea to provide voters 
ormational · sheet, saying 
ore information students 
er . 
, Johnson said the in­
included on the sheet was 
the information presented 
'on paper, $even for $uc-
n to questioning the ob­
the sheet, some students 
t did not contain enough 
concerning the referen-
ve Pallin, who read the 
sheet after he voted, 
ed the sheet was vague. 
ed that he thought the 
have included budget in­
lling students where the 
1oing. 
Darren Tuggle agreed, 
by Renee Smith 
Twenty-two art exhibits , submitted 
by Eastern faculty members, are on 
display at the Tarble Arts Center for 
the annual Art Faculty Exhibit. . 
The exhibit, which will be on display 
through Dec. 2, consists of the 
faculty's  most recent works of art . 
Bill Heyduck, a ceramics class in­
structor, said the show is an "op­
portunity for the university and the 
town communities to see what the art 
department is doing. "  
The show has a variety o f  exhibits, 
including watercolors and oil pain­
tings , large scale sculptures , examples 
of clothing, wire weaving · and 
photographic displays . 
Art instructor Walter Sorge said the 
show "makes students aware of what 
their teachers are doing. ' '  Sorge has 
displayed his art work of evangelist 
"Brother Jed" Smock. 
"The whole idea was just to suggest 
the subject matter of the evangelist ,"  
he  said, while artistically representing 
' ' the movement of color . ' '  
· Sorge said he saw the confrontation 
between Smock and another evangelist 
on the Library Quad earlier in the 
semester and thought it would make an 
interesting picture . 
Heyduck, who has participated in 
several regional shows, has examples 
of a ceramic wall on display. He noted 
that this type of exhibit is a fairly type 
of art for him. 
Heyduck noted that he usually does 
" functional ceramics, "  such as teapots 
and platters , but said he started 
making walls last year during his 
sabatical . 
The wall ceramics are a combination 
of small individual tiles hung together 
to create one pattern,  Heyduck said . 
"They make a full pattern when eaeh 
tile is different. "  
Another instructor, Paul Bodine, 
has a photography exhibit at the show. · 
't: ,K 
Cary Knoop's steel sculpture is one of 
the pieces of faculty art at Tarble Arts 
Center. (News photo by Rich Barak) Johnson should have 
budget to be printed in 
didn't vote because I had 
base it on. The students 
to know . "  
Local  efforts save chapter CAA to decide 
fate of program h e  spoke to Eastern 
Stanley Rives about 
information sheet and 
supported the idea. 
gh the sheet stated, 
vemment, the Athletic 
and Eastern' s  Ad­
would like to inform you 
itions and reasons the 
ent is asking for this 
e administration has 
a stand on the referen-
director of 
said the 
has never 
ther to support the 
e because it was up to 
reached for 
by Sherri Neumann 
Because of the re-colonization ef­
forts of a few individuals, Eastern' s 
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity has 
recruited 33 pledges . 
Earlier this semester, the fraternity 
put their house up for sale because of 
outstanding bills and the lack of a 
membership that was large enough to 
pay the bills , although the fraternity' s  
charter was never revoked. 
Jill Zimmerman, assistant student 
activities director, said the fraternity 
has received a lot of support in their 
reorganization efforts from frater­
nity' s alumni and other greek 
organizations on campus. 
Another source of support in the 
fraternity' s  re-colonization was Ira 
· Barrett, owner of Token's ,  located in 
the University Village, and an aiumni 
of Eastern' s  Sigma Tau Gamma frater-
nity. 
" It 's  exciting to see a group of guys 
take the .bull by the horns and come 
together ,"  Barrett said . 
Fraternity president senior Joseph 
Fortner said, "We didn't  join, we 
became one. 
"Everyone in the fraternity has an 
equal vote on things , "  Fortner said. 
He added that the fraternit� will have 
two more functions this semester to get 
to know each other . 
Treasurer Tim Walsh said things 
look optimistic for the fraternity. By 
next fall, the fraternity hopes to have a 
house of their own, he said . 
In addition, next semester the frater­
nity will have several rush meetings to 
try and recruit 25-30 new pledges . 
The pledges of the fraternity will be 
initiated by the Sigma Tau Gamma 
fraternity at the University of Illinois.  
for two degrees 
The Council on Academic Affairs 
will vote Thursday on a proposal which 
would require students rece1vmg 
simultaneous degrees to complete 
requirements for both degrees by 
graduation. , 
The proposal will also allow students - � 
to receive a non-teacher certification 
degree and a teacher certification 
degree simultaneously, which the 
present policy does not permit . 
A student who is currently enrolled 
at Eastern can apply and receive two 
bachelor' s  degrees at the same time by 
arranging it with the appropriate cer­
tifying dean. 
mpus organ izat ion a ides future engineers 
However,  in order to earn 
simultaneous degrees, a student must 
earn a minimum of 1 50 semester hours 
with at least 60 in upper division cour­
ses . 
' tion has been formed 
ke students aware of 
ce of science i n  
d strengthening the 
tor of the economy. 
chapter of the Society 
· g Engineers was 
Nov . 1  becoming one 
nt chapters located 
untry. 
Smith, SME chapter 
establishment of the 
sary "in order to 
learn about what ac-
the industry and to 
portunity to make 
for future j ob 
placement. ' '  
. Senior Richard Brown, SME chapter 
chairman, said senior members of the 
chapter are allowed to participate in a 
short,  written examination on 
engineering fundamentals which in­
cludes a special test in one of 23 
specialized areas . 
In addition, he said if the test is com­
pleted with a passing grade, students 
are given a certified manufacturing 
technology award. 
"The award is documentation of 
knowledge and expertise, in addition to 
graduates college degrees, "  Brown 
noted. "The certificate is also a mark 
of recognition and a credential of con­
fidence and professional ad-
ST U DE N T 
ACCO U N TI N G  
SOC I ETY 
P resents: 
Carey Kann 
F rom Becker CPA review wi l l  be 
speaking on how to prepare for 
the CPA exam 
00 p . m .  Buzzard Aud itor i u m  
TO N I G H T 
EVER YONE WEL COM E !  
van cement. ' '  
Also,  Brown said the chapter will be 
able to offer free resume printing ser­
vice provided by the national 
headquarters of the 52-year-old 
organization located in Dearborn, 
Mich. 
Smith said, "We get all the benefits 
that the senior chapters get also . "  
Bill Flowers , a senior representative 
of the chapter from Wabash Valley, 
said a program of activities for the new 
chapter has been scheduled including a 
speakers forum Dec. 4.  
However, Flowers said no further in­
formation was · available on the 
speakers forum at this time. 
A separate proposal also will be 
voted on by the council which will also 
allow students to complete two majors 
with a minimum of 1 20 hours . 
Only one degree will be awarded by 
the declared "degree major" although 
both majors will be listed on the 
students transcript. 
The CAA is scheduled to meet at 2 
p .m.  Thursday in the Union Scharer 
Room. 
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Thursday's  
,,.#; < W  
ior guard Troy Richardson brings the 
against a teammate during a recent 
cagers hope to improve on last 
SR.eEre!� 
season's 1 5-1 3 mark when they travel to 
Washington state and begin play against Eastern 
Washington University Nov. 26. (News file photo) 
November 1 5 ,  1' 984 
Lady Panther 
I I cagers a1m 1ng 
for GCAC title 
by Dan Verdun 
Basketball fever is running high for Eastern's 
1 984-85 women's basketball team. 
" I ' m  really excited about getting the season un­
derway, " six-year head coach Barbara Hilke said 
Wednesday at the team's media day. "Right now 
'Ve're just putting the finishing touches on our game. 
What we really need is to have a game against some 
opposition. "  
The Panthers , who return seven players from last 
year's  1 6- 1 2  squad, will open their season Nov. 23 
against Florida International in the Central Florida 
University Sunroast Invitational . 
Hilke, who boasts an impressive 105-48 career 
record, expects the Panthers to contend for the 
GCAC championship . 
" I  think we' ll be in the thick of things late in the 
season, "  Hilke predicted . "In the pre-season poll I 
picked Southwest Missouri State to win it all . But I 
think (defending champion) Drake, Southern 
Illinois, Illinois State and ourselves will_ be there also. 
· Hilke said Eastern has split its season into three 
basic parts . hern Iowa looks for revenge . . .  "The first part is pre-conference in which we want 
· to sharpen our skills . The second basic part is the fir­--------------------. st half of the conference, in which we want to be ote: These are the third and four th parts 
-part series introducing each of the 
of Mid-Continent Universities ' basket­
ese articles discu� the University of 
and Western Illinois University. 
D 
: The University of Northern Iowa, 
ar Falls is in the east central part of 
eel in 1876, the school's  enrollment is 
: The Northern Iowa Panthers were 1 8-
n and 10-4 for second place only to 
o in the AMCU. Northern Iowa's all­
. st Eastern is 5- 1 3 .  
: Jim Berry, a Creighton University 
the dean of the AMCU coaches . In his 1 1  
er Iowa's helm he' s  1 24- 175,  and 1 84:­
ege coaching career. 
The Panther' s  will open their season 
• 1 by hosting the Deery Brothers-Dome 
Panthers play host to Youngstown State 
Alabama State University and South 
e College. In other games Northern 
two Big Eight teams-at Kansas State 
. 8, and against the University of 
• 9. 
: Northern Iowa was picked to finish 
CU this season, quite a bit lower than 
finish last year. 
t five of our top eight players, "  Berry 
'd rather have the three returnees than 
lost." 
coming back for this season are Ran­
and Scott Stafford. 
, a 6-foot-3 junior guard, averaged 
game as a freshman and 1 8 . 5  points 
season. He led the conference in 
ly beating out Eastern' s  Jon Collins. 
AM CU basketball competitive. And the final phase is the second half of 
preview 
Northern Iowa 
the conference, in which we want to be at our peak," 
Hilke said.  
Heading the list of Panther returnees is two-time, 
all-Gateway Collegiate Athletic Conference selection 
Toni Collins . The 6-0 senior forward from Lincoln 
averaged 1 3 .7 points per game, including a school 
record-tying 32 points in a 94-77 victory over Ball 
State University last season. 
and was a member of the AMCU All-Conference · "Toni is a great player,"  Hilke acknowledged. 
Team. "She has the unique. ability to play both inside and 
Stafford, a 6-7 junior forward, was tied for fourth outside. Toni' s  biggest asset is her game in­
place in the conference rebound standings with telligence. ' '  
Eastern' s  Kevin Duckworth and averaged 10 . 1 ppg. Junior Chris Aldridge will fill the other starting 
He was a member of the AMCU's All-Newcomer forward slot. The 5- 1 0  Taylorville product led the 
Team after transferring to Northern Iowa from a Panthers in rebounding with 6.9 boards per contest 
junior college. last year . Alridge' s  1 1 .6 scoring average was second 
" Scott will probably have his finest year this only to Collins . 
season, " Berry said. "He's been maturing ;md Junior Melanie Hatfield , sophomore Pat 
refining his entire game. "  Hamilton and senior Lori Conine will see action in 
Among the newcomers to Northern Iowa this the Panthers' backcourt. 
season are Greg McDermott and Lamont Robinson. Hatfield, a psychology major from Lawrenceburg, 
McDermott, at 6-8 ,  is considered the leading can- · Ind . ,  paced the Panthers with 65 steals last season, in 
didate as the team' s  starting center, eventhough he' s  addition t o  her 1 1 .5 points-per-outing average . 
only a freshman. Robinson, a 6- 1 guard from Thorn- Hilke indicated big things are expected of 
ton High School, could see a lot of time, but Berry Hamilton, who will be Eastern' s  catalyst on the Pan-
said " . . .  he needs some game experience. "  ther fastbreak. 
Berry said Kirk Francis , a 6-8 sophomore tranfer . " Pat is much more confident on the floor than she 
from Illinois State, "Might be a late-season starter as was last season, "  Hilke said. "She is playing real 
a small forward or off guard. "  And Nathan Harris , a aggressive defense and probably hasn't missed a 
6-6 junior college transfer, " . . .  will be a starter at for- layup in three weeks of full-court pressure. "  
ward and should see a lot o f  playing time . "  The Panthers will also b e  more solidified at the 
"I 'm very excited about this season," Berry said. center position with junior Sue Hynd and surprising 
"I 'm more fearful of the conference teams than the freshman Kerry Walsh. Hynd, a 6-2 native of Ot­
non-conference ones . We (the conference) should get tawa, shot a team-leading .563 percentage from the 
some national recognition this year. ' '  field last season. 
estern seeks a better record 
It has been Walsh, however, that has caught the at­
tention of Hilke. · 
" Kerry has been a real pleasant surprise in prac­
tice, ' '  Hilke said. ' ' She is a fast learner and works 
real hard. She's a physical player and that is what we 
really need-especially in the Gateway. ' '  
Western Illinois Univesity i s  located in 
western part of Illinois about 30 miles 
uri and Iowa state lines . Founded in 
l's enrollment is 1 2 ,000. 
: The . Leathenecks were 1 7- 1 3  last 
in the AMCU for fifth place. The 
e record against Eastern is 62-47 . 
Jack Margenthaler, a 1 965 University 
araduate, is 1 1 9-80 in seven years of · -all at Western. His team was 20- 1 1  
and 51-37 after becoming an NCAA 
I three seasons ago.  
: The Leathernecks open their season 
t Monmouth Cpllege. Western will 
Western I l l i n o i s  
meet Eastern in Macomb Feb. 7 and in Charleston 
Feb. 21 . Among other contests, Western plays in the 
Saluki Shootout Dec . 7-8 with Southern Illinois 
University-Carbondale, the Naval Academy and the 
(See WESTERN, page 1 1) 
In addition to Walsh, Eastern has picked up fresh­
men forwards Ann Brown and Michelle Newman to 
complement sharp-shooting junior guard Kim 
Maxey. 
Hilke added that Eastern will feature a changed of­
fense for the '84-85 campaign. 
"We're going to run a motion offense as opposed 
to the set one we had in the past, "  Hilke said. "We 
might be a little turnover-prone in our early games, 
but once we get the feel of the offense, we should hit 
. (See LADY, page 1 1) 
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Scoreboard Report scores to 5 8 1 ·  
Football 
NFL 
Amerte11n Conference 
East 
W L T PF 
Miami 1 1  0 0 360 
New England 7 4 0 252 
NY Jets 6 5 0 243 
lndllWlapolla 4 7 0 1 73 
Buffalo 0 1 1  0 1 63 
Pittsburgh 
Cinclmatl 
Cleveland 
Houston 
· Denver 
Seattle 
LA Raiders 
Kiri. City San Diego 
Central 
W L T PF 
6 5 0 255 
4 7 0 202 
2 9 0 1 36 
1 1 0  0 1 40 
West 
W L T 
1 0  1 0 
9 2 0 
7 4 0 
5 6 0 
5 6 0 
PF 
227 
306 
254 
1 88 
282 
Natlonel Conference 
East 
Dsllaa 
Washington 
NY Gionta 
St.Lou!• 
Philadelphia 
Chlc8go 
GrMn Bey 
Tampa Bey 
Oetrolt 
Mlmeaota 
W L T 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
8 5 0 
• 5 0 
4 6 1 
Centre I 
PF 
2 1 0  
285 
2 1 1 
305 
1 99 
W L T PF 
7 4 0 224 
4 7 0 246 
4 7 0 207 
3 7 1 205 
3 8 0 2 1 4  
w .. t 
W L T PF San Fran. 1 0  1 0 3 1 1 
LA Rama 7 4 0 229 
New �• 5 6 0 2 1 6  
AllM!a 3 8 0 2 1 1 
SUnday' a r•ulta Dsllaa 24.  St. Louis 1 7  
Houston 1 7 , Kan9119 City 1 6  
GrMn Bey 45, Mlmeeota t7 
New England 38, Buffalo 1 0  
L.A. Rama 29, Ch lciego  1 3  
lndlanapoila 9 ,  N.Y. Jets 5 
Denver 1 6. s.n Diego 1 3  
PA 
1 64 
245 
227 
2 7 1  
322 
PA 
209 
240 
2 1 7  
3 1 6  
PA 
1 50 
1 70 
224 
238 
268 
PA 
209 
208 
2 1 3  
253 
224 
PA 
1 71 
230 
268 
272 
288 
PA 
1 67 
1 96 
24t  
256 
Wuhlnlon 28, Delroll 1 4  New Ortes1a 1 7 . Alllnla 1 3  
Miami 24, Phllldelphia 23 
ClnciMall 22 ,  Pltl8burgh 20 s.n Frencleco 41 , Clevelend 7 
Tampa Bey 20, N.Y. Gllnta 1 7  
Monday'a reault 
Seattle 1 7, L.A. Raiders 1 4  
SUnct.y'a gam• 
Cleveland at Atlslta Dallae at Buffalo 
Detroit at Chicago 
LA Rama al GrMn Bey 
New England al Indianapolis 
St. Louts al N. Y. Gilnla 
Seattle al Cincinnati 
Wuhlnglon at Philadelphia 
Kansas City al LA. Raiders 
Miami al San DlflllO 
Mlmeeota at Denver 
N.Y. Jeta at Houston 
Tanipa Bey _at San Francleco 
MOnday'a game 
Plttaburgh al New �a 
Mid-Continent Conference 
Conl•ence All 911m .. 
W L T W L T  
a-EASTERN 2 1 0 I 5 0 
x-N. Iowa 2 1 0 8 2 0 
SW Miaaourl 1 1 1 8 3 1 
Western 0 2 1 5 4 1 
x--ai.mplon• 
Saturd8y' • 911m .. 
lndi- State at Western 
NW Missouri at N. Iowa 
Lael Saturmy' • r•ulla 
Ea•t•n 50, w. Kentucky 1 9  
NE Miaaourl 1 9, Waatern 1 4  
SW Mlaaourl 3 1 . S. llllnola 6 
N. lowa 34, C. Mlaaouri O 
Now. 3 r  .. utta 
Eaal•n 27, N. Iowa 1 7  
SW l.oufai- 30, SW Mlaaourl 24 
N. Michigan 20. Western 1 8  
OhloSI. 
Iowa 
llllnol• 
Big 1 0  atanc:ll nga 
Conl•ence All 911m .. 
W L T W L T  
1 2 0 1 2 0  
5 2 1 6 3 1 
6 3 0 7 4 0 
5 3 0 8 4 0 . Purdue 
Michigan 
Mich. St. 
VV1ac 
MIM. 
N. Western 
lndiMa 
5 3 0 6 4 0  
5 3 0 6 4 0  
4 3 1 6 3 1 
2 6 0 3 7 0  
2 7 0 2 9 0  
0 8 0 0 1 0  0 
Sports log 
WEDNESDAY 
SPORTS O N  RADIO 
PRO HOCKEY-New York Rangers at Chicago Black 
Hawks, WIND-AM (560) . 7:35 p.m. 
THURSDAY 
SPORTS ON RADIO 
PRO BASKETBALL-Boston Celtics at Chicago Bulls, 
WIND-AM (560) , 7 :30 p.m. 
FRIDAY 
WRESTLING-Eastern at St. Louis Open. 
SWIMMING-Eastern men and women at Wheaton 
College. 
SATURDAY 
WRESTLING-Eastern at St. Louis Open. 
SPORTS ON RADIO 
PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at Hartford, 
WIND-AM (560) , 6:35 p.m. 
PRO BASKETBALL-Chicago Bulls at Philadelphia 
76ers, WIND-AM (560) , delayed, 7 :30 p .m .  
SUNDAY 
SPORTS ON RADIO, TV 
PRO FOOTBALL-Detroit Lions at Chicago Bears, WB­
BM-AM (780) and WCIA-TV (channel 3) , noon. 
PRO HOCKEY-Quebec Nordiques at Chicago Black 
Hawks, WIND-AM (560) , 7 :35 p.m. 
Saturday' a r .. ulta 
Hltnola 34, lnd1Ma 7 
Mich. State 1 7 , Iowa 1 6  
Michigan 37, Mlmeaota 7 
Ohio Stata 52. N. Western 3 
Wlaconain 30, Purdue 1 3  
Saturday'• 1111m• 
Iowa at Mimeaota 
Michigan at Ohio State 
Wisconsin at Mich. State 
NCAA I-A pol l 
1 .Nebraska ( 1 9) . . . . . . .  9- 1 
2 .South Carolina (9) . . . .  9-0 
3.BYU ( 1 2) . . . . . . . . . .  1 0-0 
4 .0klatioma St . . . . . . .  : .  8- 1 
5.Washington . . . . .  : . . .  9- 1 
6.0klahoma . . . . . . . . .  7- 1 - 1 -
7 .Southem Cal . . . . . . . . 8- 1 
8.Aorida ( 1 ) . . . . . . . .  7- 1 - 1 
9 .Texas . . . . . . . . . . . .  6- 1 - 1 
1 0.TCU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8- 1 
1 1 .0hio State . . . . . . . . . .  8-2 
1 2 .LSU . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7- 1 - 1 
1 3.Boston College . . . . . .  6-2 
1 4.Virginia . . . . . . . . . . .  7- 1 - 1 
1 5 .SMU . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6-2 
1 6.Georgla . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7-2 
1 7 .Miami . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8-3 
1 8.Aorida State . . . . . . .  6-2- 1 
1 9 .Aubum . . . . . . . . . . . .  7-3 
20.Penn State . . . . . . . . . .  6-3 
NBA 
Eastern Conference 
Ati.ntlc Dlvlalon 
w L Pct. GB 
Boston 6 .855 -
Philadelphia 5 1 . 7 1 4 % 
Washington 5 5 . 500 2 %  
New Jersey 3 5 .375 3% 
New York 2 7 .222 5 
Centl'll  Dlvtalon 
Chle990 7 2 .771 
Milwaukee 7 2 .778 
Detroit 4 4 .500 2 %  
AtlMta 3 8 .333 4 
In� 1 7 . 1 25 5% 
Cleveland 0 9 .000 7 
w .. tern Conference 
Mlclweal Dlvlalon 
w L Pct. GB 
Houston 8 0 1 .000 -
Denver 7 2 .778 1 %  
San Antonio 6 3 .667 2% 
Utah 5 4 .555 3% 
Dallas 5 5 . 500 4 
Kansas City 6 . 1 43 6% 
Peclllc Dlvlalon 
Phoenix 6 3 .667 
Por11sld 5 4 . 556 1 
LA Lakers 5 5 . 500 1 %  
LA Clippers 3 5 .375 2 %  
Golden State 2 6 .250 3% 
Seattle 2 6 . 250 3% 
Wedneaday's r"ults 
Boston 1 1 5 , New York 99 
Detroit 1 37 .  Philadelphia 1 33,0T 
Washington 1 25,  San Antonio 1 06 
lndiMa 1 25.  Houston 1 1 7  
Phoenix 98, New Jersey 86 
Thuradey'• gam" 
Boston at Chicago._ 
Cleveland at AllMta 
Milwaukee at LA Clippers 
Dallas at Golden State 
Utah at Por11sld 
Tueaday'a r"ults 
Washington 1 03, New York 92 
Milwaukee 1 1  o.  AtlMta 99 
Houston 1 08,  Cleveland 98 
Chicago 1 20, San Antonio 1 J 7 
Denver 1 22 ,  Phoenix 1 1 0 
New Jersey at LA Clippers, n 
Golden State at Seattle. n 
Dsllaa at Por11sld, n 
YOlf 'RE INJ'ITED! 
join. us for 11 tmte of tbe Holid11y Spirit! 
Hockey 
Chicago 
81. Louie 
Minnesota 
Detroit 
Toronto 
Smythe 
Edmonton 
CalliwY 
Loa Angeles 
Winnipeg 
Vancouver 
Philadelphia 
NY Isles 
NY Rangers 
Washington 
Pittsburgh 
New Jersey 
Montreal 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Hartford 
Quebec 
1 2  
9 
7 
7 
2 
Wedneadly'a 
Buffalo 4, Bostoo 2 
Los Angeles 4, Toronto 3 
Chicago 8, N.Y. Rangn 
Pittsburgh 4. Winnipeg 
Quebec 6. St. Louis 4 
Montreal at Edmonton,n 
Detroit al Vancouver ,n 
We would like to extend our w11rm 11ppreci11tio11 to you, our WJ'lll 
customer, 11nd invite you to visit witb us during our 
" 'open House ' '  
DA. TE: Sunday, November 18, 1984 
TIME: Noon to 5:30pm 
PLA CE: Judy 's Hallmark Shop 
1 00/o discount on all your purchases 
· during our ' 'Open House' ' 
· Register for a Cabbage Patch Doll to be given away Dec. 1 5  
Hot cider & cookies for everyone 
JUDY'S HALLMARK SHOP 
West Park Plaza 
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defensive back Brian Newby had a potential interception slip out of his 
the Panthers' 50- 1 9· trouncing of Western Kentucky University on 
The gridders ended the season with a 6-5 record and a share of the 
t Conference championship. (News photo by Brian Ormiston) 
_____ from page 1 
s offense won't be the only 
the game. This season the 
will be an inch smaller and 
lighter than in previous 
ODS . 
make a judgment on the 
til I've seen it in actual 
· ns, " Hilke admitted. 
players, however, seem to 
'th the change. 
I hated it, but now I have 
ind Sales 
MA GIC 
in the 
Eastern News 
lassified ads 
o. Call 581-2814 
no problems, "  Collins s�id. " It's 
much easier to handle. "  
" I've got small hands, s o  I really like 
it; ' '  Aldridge said. "At first, I was 
throwing up bricks because the ball 
was so much lighter; but now it's really 
great for ballhandling. ' '  
"Our attitudes are really great this 
year ,"  she continued. "We have more 
team awareness than ever before. I 'm 
really ready for things to get going. ' '  
Western ____ .from page 1 
University of Texas-El Paso. The 
Leathernecks also play the Big Ten's 
Michigan State University Dec. 12 and 
St. Louis University March 4.  
The outlook: Western Illinois, which 
despite finishing 6-8 in the conference 
games, surprised some teams in the fir­
st AMCU post-season tournament last 
season by winning. The Leathernecks 
were 2-4 against Eastern, Illinois­
Chicago and Cleveland State in the 
regular season, losing to Illinois­
Chicago twice, but they beat all three 
schools soundly in the post-season 
tournament. 
"We'd like to start from where we 
left off, " Margenthaler said at the 
Nov. 5 AMCU basketball preview . 
"But, we're going to have to work very 
hard. "  Western was picked to finish. 
fifth in the AMCU. 
Lost from last year' s  1 7- 1 3  team 
were two starters , Rick Resetich and 
Todd Hutcheson. Hutcheson, an AM­
CU All-Conference Team member and 
an AMCU All-Academic Team mem­
ber, was third in conference scoring 
last season with a 17 .9 points per game 
average and first in rebounding with an 
8 . 5  average. He was also the post­
season tournament' s  MVP , leading 
REVENGE lf.,� 7 :30 OF THE lt�ftll\l [!!] Only 
scorer and leading rebounder. 
Despite the losses Margenthaler said 
he doesn't believe in rebuilding years. 
"We have seven new faces and we have 
a lot of talent, ' '  he said. 
Among the returnees are senior 
guard Johnny Holman, 6-9 center 
Kevin Wilson and the nation' s 1 2th 
best free throw shooter last season, 
J .D.  Dykstra. 
Holman averaged 6.0 points per 
game, and was described as one of the 
best guards in the league by his coach. 
"Sometimes you don't even notice 
him, but that young man has a lot of 
talent, "  Margethaler said. "He's very 
enthusiastic and loves to play. ' '  
Wilson, a senior, is now around the 
235-pound mark and Margenthaler 
said he is much stronger and will share 
the center's  duties with sophomore 
Bobby Jordan. 
Dykstra, a 6-foot-7 senior forward 
whose brother (Joe) is Western' s  all­
time leading scorer, averaged 1 2 . 5  
points per game last season. H e  missed 
seven games last year after sustaining a 
skull fracture in a game with Bradley 
University . · 
Coming Friday: Southwest Missouri State 
Last Nite! 
AUOFME �  
7 : 35 pm only 
Starts Friday!  
F rom the creators o f  "Fast Times at 
, R i dgemont H igh" - something even faster . . .. . 
·� +e1¥ilcl.L(fe 
· - A UNIVERSAL PICTURE Z !!!I 
Tomorrow 7 : 1 0  and 9 : 00 
Tonite !  
HE'S 1 6. J/Al�•,.�,£11� SHE'S 22. "" ,/"'Qf f-j • 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  !!!I 
;�H 500 ADULTS ' \.".!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JI.�  . . .  : • 7 :00 only 
Tonita! 
�.;;.;.;.,,;,,;.;;..;.,;;.;.;.;,..;.;.;.;.....,..;;.;;.;..;........,;.._-..--..� PLACES IN THE 
Ends Tonite 
AA NOLD 
SCHLUAAZENE<3<3EA 
THE !!!l TERMINATOR li7 505 DULTa • 7 : 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
GEORGE BURNS 
OILG611 � '°1JD1YI. 
• . . . · · ·AOUL·· · · ·  ., 51 0 """" .... , • 7 : 1 0  
HEART �%1 
SALLY 
FI E LD 
� 
Ii 5.0.0�".' 7 : 1 5 
Night of the Comet 
THOMAS COLEMAN ll'd W-iAEI. FUSENEl.ATT n -..ri wcn FlM roti.CJ>MENT F\N)IJ'l!Sl"t 
"NIGHT CF THE COMET" stinTg F1J8ERT BEL TRAN CATHERNE MARY STEWART K8.lJ MAflHY 
SHAIUJ FAFRl.l MARY wrR:NJ.J ll'd GEOmEY LEWIS MS: by l)\\llD FDiARJ CA'4lEE.1. 
MS: �  by DON PEFJlY cncta' ci  � ARTl-UI ALE1RT 
ExeatM! PrcW:ers 1KlMAS COLEMAN nl W-iAEI. RlSENEl.ATT · 
Pnnml � LANE ll'd WAYNE CRAWFOFD Wrtten ll'd Drected by THCJ.1 EEmWUT 
© 1984 A'TlANOC !Dll. l"c. RUv1 � , .. ATlANOC FElEASING COFP. PG·13 ::,. �'::-"":'"'...:..""..:; �4C .._ ... ......  � 
Tomorrow flt�Q$��l 7 : 20 and 9 : 25 
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-Thursday's 
Digest 
TV 
3:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20--Scooby Doo 
· 3-Barnaby Jones 
9-Superfriends 
1 0-Brady Bunch 
1 7-Hour Magazine 
3:30 
2-Charlie's Angels 
9-Scooby Doo 
1 0-Fat Albert 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 ,20-Heathcliff 
38-Flintstones 
3:35 p.m. 
5-Munsters 
4:00 p.m. 
3-Hart to Hart 
9-Heathcliff 
1 0-Dukes of Hazzard 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5, 20-Happy Days Again 
1 7-Every Second Counts 
38-Bewitched 
4:05 p.m. 
�ady Bunch 
4:30 p.m. 
2-MASH 
9-Good Times 
1 5,20-,.Diff'rent Strokes 
1 7-WKRP In Cincinnati 
38-Andy Griffith 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 o-News 
3-Newscope 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Carol Burnett and Friends 
8:00 p.m. 
2-Newtywed Game 
3, 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-Entertainment Tonight 
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer 
38-Family Feud 
. 8:05 p.m. 
5---0omer Pyle, USMC 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Benson 
1 0-People's Court · 
1 7  ,38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
5-Andy Griffith 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Cosby Show 
3, 1 0-Magnam, P . I .  
9-Movie: "Cabo Blanca." 
( 1 981 )  Charles Bronson goes 
hunting for sunken treasure in 
1 948 Peru. Jason Robards, 
Dominique Sands. 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 7  ,-38-Boxing 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "The Victors" 
( 1 963) Carl Foremans mam­
moth saga of a U .S. infrantry 
squad in europe during World 
War I I .  Huge cast, many 
powertul scenes. George 
Peppard, Eli Wallach. 
Crossword 
3, 1 0-Knots Landing 
9-News 
1 2-Mystery 
1 7 ,38-20/20 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,3 ,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7  ,20-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Dr. Who 
38-Gunsmoke 
1 0:20 p.m. 
Movie: "Fools' Parade" 
( 1 971  ) James Stewart at his 
best as a one-eyed ex-con in­
volved in a battle of wits, 
guns and dynamite in 
Depression-era West Virginia. 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5,20-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Love Boat 
1 0-Newhart 
1 2-Latenight America 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hawaii Five-0 
1 7  ,38-Nighttine 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: Bruce Boxleitner 
is out to win the heart of 
Suzanne Somers and live 
"Happily Ever After," a 1 978 
TV-movie. 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Late Night With 
David Letterman 9-0ne Day at a Time 
1-2-<3·2'1 'Contact . • • •  
'1'&,20'-,Jeffe(sons . • • •  
1 7-People's Court ""� 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Family Ties 
1 2-New Tech Times 
9-Movie: ''The Big Fix." 
( 1 978) Richard Dreyfus por­
trays a private eye involved in 
political intrigue and murder. 
Susan Anspach. 
38-Beverly HiHbillies 
5:05 p.m. · 
5-Lucy Show 
5:30 p.m. 
2,3,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7  , 20-News 
9-Jeffersons 
8:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 ,20-Cheers 
3, 1 0-Simon & Simon 
1 2-Jacques Cousteau 
1 7-Barney Miller 
38-Eye On Hollywood 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
38-Let's Make a Deal 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 2o-Night Court 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Hill Street Blues 
Midnight 
3-More Real People 
1 7-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
ACROSS 
1 Little ones 
5 Coffee or color 
10 Jalopy 
14 Ben Adhem 
15 As thin as --
16 -- mater 
17 Nautical term 
involving a 
pirate's ruse 
20 Meetirig 
21 Somme city 
22 "Yes, --" :  
Davis book 
23 Flap, as a sail 
24 Make 
disconsolate 
27 Zachary 
Taylor was one 
28 Cuckoo 
31 Help ! : Fr. 
32 Sailing 
34 Wild blue 
yonder 
36 What 17 Across 
means 
39 " l loved -
" 
40 Russian grain 
center 
41 College in N . C .  
42 Andrea -­
Sarto 
43 Was left on 
base 
45 Mother of 
Dionysus 
4 7 Alliance of a 
sort 
48 Carolina rail 
49 Obscures , to 
the Bard 
52 Past tenses , to 
Plato 
55 Equipment 
used re 17 and 
36 Across 
58 What ships do 
in storms 
59 Lorelei 
60 Part of Q . E . F .  
61 Wounded -, 
S . Dak . 
62 Disagreeable 
ones 
63 Allergy 
symptom 
DOWN 
I - Mahal 
2 Geisha gear 
3 Words from 
Hamlet 
4 Government 
grants 
5 Guam's locale 
6 Playwright 
Joe 
7 One of 
Sinatra's  
favorite lyrists 
8 Shake a leg 
9 Acid 
neutralizer 
10 Smoking is one 
11 European 
river 
12 Congregation's 
response 
13 P.G.A.  norms 
18 Suffix for 
inchoative 
verbs 
19 Amy Lowell 
creations 
23 Mold 
24 Caesar, e .g .  
25 As stubborn as 
26 An annual golf 
tournament 
27 Uncanny 
28 Burn -- in 
one's pocket 
29 Alcohol used in 
perfumery 
30 Rich or Papas 
33 Did a smith's 
job 
35 Ibsen's "-­
Builder" 
37 -- as a fox 
38 Losers 
44 Demand 
firmly 
46 Innisfail 
47 The Good Book 
48 Put platforms 
on pumps 
49 Arf or woof 
50 Inky 
51 Secy. of 
Transportation 
52 Mecca for 
tourists in 
India 
53 Japanese 
monastery 
54 Some casa 
dwellers : 
Abbr. 
56 Aegean island 
57 To the ­
degree 
See page 1 3  of News for answers 
1 Rservices Offered l C . .._ ___ Roo_mm __ a_te_s 
Copy-X resumes get Jobs! ! 
Complete resume service. 
Copy-X Fast Print, 207 Lin· 
coin. 345-631 3. 
---------'--' 00 
Professional Resume and 
. Typing Service. Resumes: high 
quality, typed and typeset. Ex­
cellent packages available. 
Memory Typing Service: 
papers, cover letters, and 
much more. Also, self-service 
typing and self service copies. 
It's All At PATTON QUIK PRINT 
in the new West Park Plaza, 
622 W. Lincoln. 345-633 1 . 
--------�00 
NEED TYPING: Papers, let· 
ters, professional secretary; 
Call 345-9225. $ 1 .00 page. 
_______ 1 2/ 1 4 
Need typing done? Call Deb· 
bie at 345-2595 after 5 p .m.  
________ 1 1 /26 
TYPING. 345· 7981 after 5. 
______ c-WR- 1 2/6 
Rides/Riders 
Riders needed to St Paul, 
Minn via Chicago, Madison, 
Eau Claire-Thanksgiving 
Break-Call Chip at 348-8568 
_____ c- 1 1 /7 ,8 ,  1 4, 1 5  
Show that special friend you 
care - the classified way. Put 
your personal message in the 
announcements. 
cOOh 
Male subleaser, spring 
semester. Own bedroom, 
$ 1 00/mo. plus 1 /3 utilities, 
345-5870. 
_______ 1 1  / 1 6 
Female subieaser needed: 
Spring Semester. Own room. 
$ 1 00 month. Close to cam­
pus. Call Cathy 345-2583. 
________ 1 1 /20 
Female roommate needed 
for Spring semester. Close to 
campus. Rent $ 1 00 plus 
utilities. Call Debbie 345-351 8  
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
Female roommate: Spring 
Semester, two bedroom 
bouse . OWN BEDROOM.  
$1 25.00 pluq utilities. 345· 
5225 after 4:00, Stacey. 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
One male subleaser needed 
for nice, cheap apt. Sp. Sem. 
348· 1 657.  
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Female Subleaser needed. 
Own room, $ 1 00/montti. Nov. 
I free. Spring Semester. Call Pam or Darla 345- 1 529. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Need 2 female subleasers 
for Spring Semester. Regency 
Penhurst. Great location .  
$ 1 30/month plus bills. Call 
348-0648. 
_______ 1 1 /20 
Male subleaser needed. 
Spring semester. $90/month, 
plus 1 /4 utilities. 348-0361 
1 1 /20 
Subleasers n 
Spring Semester, 
people. Located 
Monroe Street. 
negotiable. Call 
9327.  
NEEDED, four 
subleasers, YOU 
apt. 320 is finally 
ter six years. 
Gash, Gash there' 
bedrooms, three 
washer and much, 
Call 345-3353. 
D ELTA CH I 
SMO KER 
" 
Ton ig.ht 8 : 00 
848 6th street 
Al l interested men 
please attend 
For r ides and i nfo 345-90 
-campus clips 
Student Senate Auditing Committee will 
hold a meeting at 6 :30 p.m. every Thursday in 
the Union Shelbyville Room. Anyone interested 
in joining may do so by coming to the meetings. 
Student Accounting Society will meet at 7 
p .m.  Thursday, Nov. 1 5  in Buzzard Auditorium. 
Carey Kann from Becker CPA Review will be 
speaking on how to prepare for the CPA Exam. 
Women In Communlcetlon1, Inc. will spon· 
sor two speakers from 7·9 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 
1 5  in the Union Kansas Room. Bill Bartellini and 
. Bill McNeil from WILL Public Television will be 
speaking on public relations in television today. 
Members and non-members are welcome. 
The Nevlgetora will meet at 6 :30 p.m. Thur­
sday, Nov. 1 5  at the Wesley Student Foun· 
dation. All are welcome to attend. 
Creft Depot will conduct a laser photo sale 
from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 1 5  and 
Friday, Nov. 1 6  in the Union Bridge Lounge. 
Prices range from $2·$20. 
Phi Gemme Nu will meet at 6 p.m. Thursday, 
Nov. 1 5  in the Union Charleston-Mattoon Room. 
Formal money and canned foods are due. Rush 
committee meets at 5:45 p.m. 
Studl .. In the Old • New r .. tementa will 
conduct a Bible study at 7 :30 p.m. Thursday, 
Nov. 1 5  in the Union Sullivan Room. Everyone is 
invited to join the study of Mark Chapter 1 0. 
Discussions are also held 
Tuesdays in the Union Walkway. 
Phi Bete Lembda will eel 
terprise Day from 1 O a.m.-2 
Nov. 1 5  in the Blair Hall Lobby. 
lemonade stand, exemplifying 
terprise. 
EIU Jezz En1emblH will 
7 :30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 1 5  in 
cert Hall. Allan Horney will direct 
and the Jazz Ensemble. 
Cempu1 Cllp• are published 
charge, as a public service to lhl 
should be submitted to The 
office two business days 
published (or date of event) . 
include event, name of 
(spelled out - no Greek ietts 
date, time and place of event. 
pertinent information. Name and 
of submitter must be included. 
conflicting or confusing inf 
run if submitter cannot be 
be edited for space available. 
ter 9 :00 a.m. of deadline day 
· teed publication. Clips wiH be 
for any event. No clips wiU be 
Thursday's 
· ·  Classified ads Report erron lmmecll•t91r 9t 511 ·211 2. A correct •d wlll •PP99r In the next edition. Un .... notified, we c.nnot be r99p0nalble for mn Incorrect •d •ft• Its ""' •t lnHl"tlon. l>Mdlln• 2 p.m. prewloua ay. 1 3 
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1 1 /.1 6 �,-s
-
u7'Cbleaser 
across from 
. Own room 
Kris or Dawn 
1 1 /20 
FOR RENT: 2 male room­
mates needed for Spring 
Semester. $ 1 45 per person. 
Call 345-61 1 5 . 
. 
-,-- -----1 1 /27 
Spacious two bedroom apt. 
Utilities included. Must see. 
348-5984 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
2 bedroom furnished apart­
ments. Electric heat & A/C. 
Married couple preferred . 
$290/month. Carlyle Apart­
ments, 200 1 S. 1 2th, 345-
7746. 
--- ---...,..,----·00 Dorm size refrigerators and 
microwave ovens for rent. 
Carlyle Rentals 345-77 46. 
_________oo 
Nice furnished 2-bedroom 
apartment. Rent includes 
utilities. Call 345-4456. 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
M U ST SUBLEASE:  2 
b e d ro o m  a p a rt m e n t  i n  
Youngstowne. Beautiful and 
private. 1 -2 people needed. 
Call 348-5626. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Female Subleaser needed: 
OWN BEDROOM; 2 blocks 
from campus, 345-2 1 36.  
________ 1 1 / 1 9 
Female subleaser needed for 
Spring. Furnished, $ 1 05/mon-
th, water included. Rent 
negotiable. 348- 1 2 1 6 . 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
Male roommate needed, 
Spring Semester. Own room. 
Nice house! Great location! 
Only $85.00. Call 348-5202. 
________ 1 1 /20 
4 subleasers needed: Spring 
Semester, Pine Tree Apts. Call 
345-27 4 7 and ask for Jeff. 
________ 1 1 /20 
Female subleaser needed. 
Close to campus. Own room. 
345-2056. 
_______ 1 1 /20 
One bedroom funished apar­
tment for one of two person(s) . 
Electric heat & A/C. Near cam­
pus. $230.00/month-water & 
trash included. 1 905 1 2th St. 
Call 348- 1 707 after 7 :00 pm 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6  
cy Apartments 
ency Circle � 
rleston · 
• ,.9/05 · I _ i\ 
r. . � \  ti . .  �. , or 4 or �.II� '7. e sublets ' · .,_,,,.._ 
n o w  for spring semester! 
Be an Early Bird! 
Tree/Lincolnwood 
Apartments 
Don' t stick 
ur neck out! 
in today and sign 
or next semester. 
fice-9 1 6  Woodlawn 
345-2363 
Subleaser needed for 
Spring. $ 1 75.00 month. All 
utilities included except elec­
tricity. 348-5048 
________ 1 1 / 1 6  
Female subleaser needed for 
Spring '85. Close to campus. 
Own room. $ 1 50/mo. plus Y. 
electricity. 348-5 1 22 .  
________ 1 1 / 1 9 
2 BR, furnished house for 
spring sublease. Off-street 
parking, nice porch. 348-
5 1 90, 5-7 p .m .  
_______ 1 1  /26 
2 female subleasers needed 
for Spring Semester. 2 blocks 
from campus . 345-9683, 
Alicia or Pat. 
· 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Female subleaser needed. 
Two blocks from campus. 
OWN BEDROOM. 345-9683 
anytime. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
1 female sub-leaser needed 
for Spring 85. Nice house, 
close to campus. Low rent & 
utilities. Contact Cybele at 
348-84 1 6  
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
4-5 bedroom house for 
sublease. 2 baths, large 
parking area, backyard fenced 
in for pets. $400 plus utilities. 
Spring semester. Can move in 
Jan . 1 .  Near square. Call 348-
8637 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Male subleaser needed for 
Spring semester, 6 blocks 
from campus. $ 1 50 a month . 
Call 345-3 1 49 ,  pk for Rick. 
Can be avail .  by Dec 1 5 
_______ 1 1 / 1 9 
Male subleaser needed for 
Spring. Lincolnwood apts. Big 
discount offered. Call Rich at 
�48-8820 
________ 1 1 /20 
Classified advertisement is 
the fastest, easiest, cheapest 
way to get results - everyone 
reads the classifieds, so put 
your words to work! 
_________ cOOh 
Doonesbury 
Several large size women's 
clothes. Youthful styles. 20 
1 /2 - 26 1 /2 .  Call 345-4 1 5 1 . 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Ibanez Paul-Copy electric 
guitar w/case. $250. Sling 
drum set w/hard. $250. 345-
304 1 . 
________ 1 1 1 1 6 
Typewriter. Smith-Corona 
Vantage portable electric 
speedbal l .  Approx. 30 hrs. ac­
tual use. Carrying case. 
$ 1 80 .00 firm. 348-075 1 .  
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
. Memorex Floppy Diskettes. 
$2 1 /box of 1 0  or $2 .50 for 
singles. Call 308 7 .  
________ 1 1 / 16 
Two Tropical Piranha's. Will 
take best offer. Call Joe at 
5673. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
MARSHALL CABINET, brand 
new condition . Call Steve at 
581 -2802 . 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6  
Hondo guitar. model H- 1 30. 
Excellent condition. Used only 
for lessons. With case. 3280 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
FOR SALE: 1 97 4 AMC 
Matador, 2 Dr. ,  6 Cyl . ,  
$ 1 50 .00. PH 348-0733 after 
5 PM. Ask for Irene 
_______ 1 1  / 1 6 
F O R  S A L E :  E l e c t r i c  
typewriter. Excellent condition. 
Price negotiable. Call Joy at 
345- 1 028 
_______ 1 1  / 1 5 
For sale-IBM electric 
typewriter. $75. Call 581 -
5935 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
1 966 Porsche 9 1 2 .  Rebuilt 
engine, new carbs, new tires, 
new battery. Sharp car! 
$2800. Call 348- 1 566. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run three days FREE 
as a service to our readers! 
Please limit ads to 1 5 words or 
less. 
----�---�cOOh 
YES, 51R . LATE 
LAST NIGHT. A 
CIGAR&m 
81l4T {)RtJfff!J 
BLOOM COUNTY 
MY life N€€PS 
5Pf�/11/AlffY. Y€P. 
1HAT'S IT. 1 N€fJJ 
((€LJb/(J./. 
\ 
8<IT WHICH O� ? 
I tf'E!lN, 1H€F£'S . 
A LOT Rtfl/N& 
ON 1H/S. 
\ 
Lost Sony Walkman w/head­
phones. Personal valu e .  
Reward i f  found. Please call 
58 1 -3052.  
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Amy Jay: pick up your l .D .  at 
the Eastern News Lost & 
Found. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
Found: Keys on a Carman 
Hall ring . Reward Wanted. Call 
Dwayne 581 -5798. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Found 1 1  / 1 1 by Old Town 
Apts. 1 pr. women's pii:ik 
framed glasses in brown pat­
terned case with black trim.  
Pick up at Daily Eastern News. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
LOST-Drivers License. Call 
Cathy Zingale 348-0776. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Man's gold wedding ring . 
Reward: Call 348-7 806 . 
________ 1 1 /1 5 
Lost: Creme and grey ladies 
winter coat at Kracker's. 
Please return . Call 58 1 -5379. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Bridget A Klahr: Pick up your 
IDs at the Daily Eastern News 
office 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
Lost: Set of. keys on a c-car 
keychain. $ Reward $. Call 
58 1 -2 1 2 7 .  
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Found:  Small long-haired 
poodle, brown in color, near 
9th St dorm on 1 1 / 1 1 .  In­
terested owners, please call 
58 1 -5073 or 348- 1 4 1 8 
_______ 1 1  / 1 6 
Found: Rubin Ross corduroy 
girls jacket on street in front of 
Coleman Hall . Please call 
201 6 to identify and claim . 1 1  / 1 6 
Los t :  A r i z o n a  State 
notebook. Finder, please call 
Tim at 348-8222 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Lost: Winter maroon cor­
deroy jacket. If found please · 
call Michael at 345-6389.  
________ 1 1 1 1 9 
Arlene Carter: Found your ID 
and other belongings. Pick 
them up at 1 409 9th St. after 7 
p .m.  Phone 348-84 1 6 . 
________ 1 1 / 1 9 
Lost: Blue and gold rever­
sable jacket lost in Coleman 
2 1  9-Reward-Cal l  58 1 -
2557.  Ask for Dale. 
________ H / 1 9  
T .  Ronald Bonfigilo: Your 
checkbook and gloves are at 
the Daily Eastern News. Please 
come and claim them! 
________ 1 1 / 1 9  
Found: Gray and black cat 
about 2 to 3 years old. Found 
near the eleventh block of 2nd 
Street. Cal l 345-6389.  
________ . 1 1 / 1 9 
Lost: Tan wallet lost either in 
Buzzard, Union , Lantz. Please 
return to Eastern News or call 
348-8936 . . 
________ 1 1 / 1 9 
Maier Brau key ring. Several 
keys (car, motorcycle, house) 
on ring. Grades depend on one 
key. REWARD. Call Dan at 
345-9373 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
Lost: Gold chain with sailboat 
charm. Extreme sentimental 
value. If found please call 348-
8448. 
________ 1 1 / 1 9 
Want a room? A car? A 
stereo? A job? Whatever you 
want, check the Eastern News 
classified ads. 
----------'cOOh 
Puzzle Answers 
I T  0 T ' M O C H  A • H E  A p · A  B J u • A  R A I L • A  L M A  J I B 8 E R T H E K I B 8 E R 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
KJN{) Of A 
CARl88€AN 
by Berke Breathed 
P-"----------.. 
CH6CK€P 
1H£ "Y€UOW 
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Nl&HTMA((€. 
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Bf?ANP NAM6S. 
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Thursday's· 
Classified ads 1 4  November 1 5, 1 984 
<.)} Announcemenrs 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
and safe. Join NARAL. Free 
referrals. 345-9285. 
-------'c-MR-00 
New cr8dlt card! No one 
refused! Also, information on 
receiving Visa, Mastercard 
with no credit check. Free 
brochure. Cal l :  602-95 1 -
1 266, extension 301 
______ c. - 1 1 /8 ,  1 5  
APO ACTIVES, The close 
you look the closer we get. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
TWISTER TOURNAMENT 
November 29, 7 :30 p.m . ,  in 
the Rathskeller. Spansored by 
Phi Gamma Nu. See any mem­
ber for your entry blank-<lue 
Nov. 20. 
______ c-TR- 1 1 1 1 5  
Mary Kay Make-up. New 
colors & holiday gifts at a 
discount price. Call 581 ·  
5401 . 
____ c- 1 1 /8 , 9 , 1 4 , 1 5  
Janet: Thanks for being the 
best daughter! You make me· 
proud to be you mom! Love, 
Amy 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
C HARLOTTE ·ARNOLD: 
Congrats on you editorship. 
You deserve it. You're doing a 
great job as pledge trainer. I 'm 
so proud of you .  J .  Kay 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
DEBBIE DONOFRIO: Get 
psyched! Informal is only 1 6 
days away. The secret will 
soon be out. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
Diana Sutton, Hey tootsie 
your on a roll now! Happy 2 1 st 
Birthday. Annette 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
APICS will be having a 
speaker tonight at 6 :30 p .m.  in 
Coleman Hail 1 20 .  Everyone 
Welcome. 
________ 1 1  / 1 5 
CAROL STANLEY: You are 
doing a great job as pledge 
trainer. The bah-ha's are proud 
of you. Lots of Love! 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
- '" --------�I Announcemems 
Apt. 20 1 -We have our 
pearls ready for the Ball! 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
E L L E N  N E B G E N :  
Congratulations on being voted 
Panhel Treasurer! Are we still 
good enough to sleep with? 
Love, the gir1s in 623 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
DAVID scon WASSON: 
Happy Birthday Sweetie! You 
finally hit the big 2 0. I hope 
you have a great Birthday and a 
super day, and if for some 
reason you happen to make it 
through dinner tonight without 
choking, then I can definitely 
say that there might be hope 
for us after ail !  I LOVE YOU , 
Lucy 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
DEDE HAUT: Congrats on 
receiving Panhel Women of the 
Month . You deserved it for all 
the hard work you do. We are 
all so proud to call you a sister. 
Love, your Alpha Garn sisters 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
D E D E  H A U T :  
Congratulations on being 
named Panhellenic Women of 
the Month. The Women of 
Panhellenic Council 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Everyone is invited to come 
and watch the AHA . Talent 
Show-tonight, 7 : 00 • 1 O: 1 5  
p .m.  in Rathskeller/Pickles. 
Free admission-Free papcorn. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
S U S I E M O R T E N SO N :  
You're doing a great job. Keep 
up the good work and remem­
ber to smile. Your mom, J. Kay 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Everyone is invited to come 
and watch the AHA Talent 
Show-tonight, 7 :00· 1 0: 1 5  
p.m .  in Rathskeller/Pickles. 
Free admission-Free papcorn. 
----=---:,.---.,,-,,-1 1 / 1 5 HEY MAE BOYLES: Happy 
Birthday! Watch out EIU men, 
she's 1 9  today! Have any 
peanut butter for the apple?!?! 
Have a great day! Love, Miss 
Wend 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
/\� �} Announcemems 
JESSE: Broomhilda & the 
Good Witch of Eastern want to 
know if cavemen sew split pan­
ts! 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
ATTENTION EIU STUDEN­
TS: Panhel and McDonald's are 
spansoring a FOOD DRIVE 
Nov. 1 1 - 1 8. Bring a canned 
good to McDonald's and 
receive a free drink! 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
EIU Shudo-Kan Karate Club: 
Now on McAfee stage. Mon. & 
Wed. 3 to 4 & 4 to 5. Only five 
dollars for half a semester. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Flowers For Formals. Don't 
forget to buy your Delta Zeta or 
Sigma Kappa flowers for their 
special occassion ! Noble 
Flower Shop 345· 7007 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
Don't let your tan fade! !  Call 
European Tari Spa. West Park 
Plaza. 345- 9 1 1 1 .  
_______ 1 2/ 1 2 
ALICE RYNO: What did I get 
myself into when I took a "brat" 
like you for a daughter? What 
would I do without you , kiddo? 
Have a wild time on your bir­
thday! Wish I could be there for 
a game of "Off the Nose" Quar­
ters. Love, Mom. P.S. Have 
fun on walkout, and say hi to 
Brian! 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Susan Albrecht-Happy Bir­
thday! We'll spend the day 
fishing and watching Andy Grif­
fith . Love ya, Wick 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
What did the "c" stand for in 
chain-store founder's J .C .  
Penney's name? Come and 
sign up for the EIU Gamesters 
TRIVIAL P U RSUIT Tour­
nament. (Answer to yester­
day's question: Johnny Car­
son. )  
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Everyone is invited to come 
and watch the AHA Talent 
Show-tonight, 7 :00· 1 0: 1 5  
p .m.  in Rathskellar/Pickles. 
Free admission-Free papcorn. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
_.../� --------�} A nnouncemenls 
Only two more nights till the 
infamous DEL TA ZETA ROSE 
BALLI Dates get psyched! I 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
DELTA ZETA PLEDGES: 
We're looking forward to. a fan· 
tastic formal with you! Love, 
your sisters 
-o::--_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
E L L E N  N E B "  E N :  
Congratulations on oeing 
chosen Exec. Treasurer of 
Panhel! ! We are so proud of 
yoli and we know you'll do a 
terrific job! ! !  Love, your Delta 
Zeta sisters 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
You are cordially invited to 
attend NOBLE'S CHRISTMAS 
OPEN HOUSE. Come join us 
for refreshments, ideas and an 
exchange of Holiday Spirit! 
Noble's Flower Shop--5th & 
Jefferson--345· 7007 
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
2nd North McKinney:  
Thanks for the beautiful roses! 
Your thoughtfulness means a 
lot to me! Love, Chris 
�---=,...,.--,::-- --1 1 / 1 5 
GREG VOYLES: Happy 1 9th 
Birthday! Let's get ready to 
party . .  . is it going to be a two 
fisted night?!?! Hope· you can 
handle those birthday kisses! 
Love, Theresa and Donna 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
To the 1 984 Panther Mar­
ching Band: Thanks for a 
GREAT first "season" at EIU . 
You guys are super-we'll miss 
you! Dawn and Carol (we're 
flags! )  
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
MAYONNAISE! That's right 
Linda Utz, we said it. Have a 
n ice day and remem­
ber-MAYONNAISE!  
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
To my favorite Phi Gamma 
Nu gal , three weeks until for­
mal . I 'm psyched. Your favorite 
Sigma Tau Gamma Pledge. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
Tri Sigs: The Oelts had a 
great time last night. Looking 
forward to the next time. 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
,,.. .,........ ··\� �; Announcemems · 
TWILIGHT ZONE THE 
MOVIE. 6:30 and 9:00 Friday, 
Grand Ballroom. Admission 
$ 1 . 00.  
_______ 1 1 / 1 6 
Hear them speak! ! !  Women 
in Communications, Inc. is 
hosting two speakers from 
Champaign Public TV. tonight, 
7 p.m . ,  Kansas Rm. ,  Union. 
FREE. 
�--------1 1 / 1 5 Patrick, Have a great early 
20th birthday! Remember 2 
years ago? Love ya, Me 
_______ 1 1  / 1 5 
Send a bag full of wishes 
with our Birthday in a bag 
BALLOON BOUQUET. Up Up 
& Away Balloonery, 345· 
9462 . 
_______ 1 1 / 1 5 
Jackie: The last 2 months 
have been great! I'm looking 
forward to a spectacular time at 
Formal . Love, Jack 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
H E Y !  W E  M E A N  
EVERYONE! Women in Com­
munications, Inc. invites ALL to 
hear Bill Bartellini and Bill Mc­
Nei l  from WILL Publ ic 
Television in Champaign speak 
on public relations in television 
today. Come to the Kansas 
room in the Union Thurs. Nov. 
1 5  from 7-9 p .m.  It's Free! ! 
________ 1 1 / 1 5 
For your party . . .  The WEIC 
Super Soundsystem (The one 
in the homecoming parade) is 
now available for use at Private 
parties. FREE! Call Jamie at 
348· 7954 for details. 
________ 1 2/ 1 7 
S o m e t i m e s  w h e n  
Thanksgiving comes, we are 
only reminded that we haven't 
much for which to give thanks. 
"Dealing With Failure" is the 
theme for worship at Wesley 
Church, at 9 & 1 1  , November 
1 8. Please join us. Located 
across from Lawson Hall ,  on 
4th Street 
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
"I believe; 
my unbelief! ' 
that? Then 
worship Su 
or 1 1 , at W  
4th Street, 
Lawson Hal, 
athletic fields. 
ATIENTION 
Join the Illinois 
Guard and get: 
Tuition! $1 500-
ment bonus! Pmt 
$ 1 200 per yest 
student and a 
Military service 
SGT Morris in 
6381 . Or call Toi 
252-2972. 
MARY LEE � 
great day! You're 
the time has 
legally, even 
done a good 
illegally. Now 
mature drinker, 
hear those 
Have a happy 
Paula and Jane. 
you're getting the 
Rose spec· 
carry . Sweet 
$ 1 2 .99 a doz 
penny get a 
Call 345· 7007 
Shop. 
"1WILIGHT ZONE movie captures the 
of the TV series. " 
- Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN- TIMES 
- Friday 
- Grand Ballroom 
- 6: 30 and 9:00 
./ 
"Entertaining! A high-spirited lark. $ 1 .00 11i 
1WILIGHT ZONE - THE MOVIE 
should have fantasy fans begging for more. " 
- Michael Sragow, ROLLING STONE MAGAZINE 
YOU c8ri find . 
a treasure chest 
full of goodies in 
The Dally Eastern News 
Classi fieds! 
Thursday , N ovem be r  1 5 , - 1 98 4  
LAZER PHOTO SALE 
Sp o nso red by the C roft De p o t  
NATI O NAL G EO G RAPH I C  PH OTO G RAPH E RS 
ES : $ 2°0 To $20°0 1;111, 
TES : NOV . 1 5� 1 6 llfl-::;-:::;:-
ATION : U N IV ERSITY UN.ION BRIDGE LOUNG E  
-PLUS OTH ER BEAUTIFUL ROOM DECOR 
11d�c 
ENTRY LEVEL MANAG ER TRAINEES 
Merchandise is a progressive catalog showroom chain with plans to 
me one of the top five catalog showroom chains in the United 
es within the next five years. We are seeking talented , professional 
enthusiastic ind ividuals to begin a career as a manager trainee in  one 
r 8 showrooms. I M M E DIATE OPENINGS. If you are interested in 
· ning a career you can-grow with , grow with us! Send your resume 
Pat Kornfeld, K's Merchandise, 3 1 03 North Charles, Decatur, 
· ,  6 2 5 2 6 ,  or call 2 1 7/787-7 496 . 
· IJP�fl 
�EET ��(j � SPEfl�ER 
hen : Thursday No v 1 5 
ere : 
eaker : 
7: 00 pm 
Library Lecture Hall 
Chris Keller 
of A. E. Staley 
First Job Experience 
SALE 
Open Thursdays til 8 p.in. 
off 
Buy any sweater and get 
any bottom for half price 
Pants, Jeans, Cords, Ski rts 
Does not inc lude Sale items 
Th ru 
Sunday 
on ly 
���In • ruthiel/1345-1 221 
Budweis er® 
KING OF BE E RS ®  
ATHLETE OF THE WEEk 
Sea n Payton 
Sean Payton, sophomore quar­
terback form Naperville Cen­
tral, threw for 461 yards, his 
third straight game over 400, 
and had five TD passes as EIU 
defeated Western Kentucky 
50-1 9 .  
Misty Buckhold 
Misty Buckhold (Riverton) had 
seven kills and one error in 1 4 
attempts ( . 428) and one block 
solo as EIU dropped a tough, 
five-game match to Northern 
Iowa Friday night. She also 
contributed three block assists 
against Drake. 
120 MINUTE SALE! 
Starts at 6 p . m .  
MOST SHOES 
s1 999- or less 
TONIGHT ONL Y! 
Yellow Tag Super Reductions 
At lowest prices: 
9- West, Connie, Northeast, 
Tiger, Brooks, Converse, 
Reebok, Vans, 
· 
Asahi-Lea ther, Jazz Oxfords, 
Sperry T opsiders . 
• Basketball Shoes 
•All Boots 
• Boat Shoes 
Limit 2 pairs per customer 
= Ch am� Shoe Store = 
University Villif!le 345- 3001 
• 
.... 
MAXELL 
SINGLE SIDED 
FLOPPYS 
3 for 
23aa 
-
WHISTLER SPECTRUM 
238°0 . ,�p<�!!c� "'� . . .. . .. 
· c:-·; 4400W�aL� 
RT-SF5 STEREO 
RADIO CASSEm RECORDER 
YES! WE HA VE A 
COMPLETE LISTING 
OF COMPA C T  DISC TITLES 
XR-Z50K COM PACT D ISC PLAYER 
ONLY 369°0 
Thursday, N ovem ber 1 5 , 1 984 
' 
- --UTO()to 
3 FOR 
6�9 / 
··---- . --- .·. 
3 FOR 
gee . 
ALL PHONO 
CARTRIDGES 
50 % OFF 
STEREO NEEDLES 
,v� 69�ND U P  
' 
TOSHIBA 
RTS1 20 
5900 
REGU LAR 1 699 
PANASONIC 
D SLIM LINE UPRIGH TS 1 3" COLOR27800 1 9" COLOR36800 
PANASONIC ;:::::== 
339°0 
ELEC TRONIC 
TUNING 
� 
FREE BOOSTER ! 
3 0  WA TTS PER CHA NNEL 
WIPURCHA SE OF A N Y  DECK 
"The Number 1 
MAXELL REBATES! 
& PACKS 
AFTER 3 °0 REBA TE 
U D90 1 0.88 UD90 1 5.88 
XLl l 9 0  1 2.88 XLl l90 1 9.88 
XLl l 5 9 0  1 7.88 XLl l 590 26.88 
MX90 26.88 MX90 42.88 
SUPERTAPE! 
3/8.49 
TELS1*R TV 
illiiii iiiii�' from • � � - ·1 . JUC 
1--459°0 r.�-359°0 ' 
c��s5 -.;;;;·�--
1 9 "  coL oR rv C?'C · · C- 1 455 
1 3 "  REMO TE 
@ PIONEER� 
SYSCOM SYSTEMS 
25 % OFF 
